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ABSTRACT
Ultra-High Field (UHF) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) advantages, including higher
image resolution, reduced acquisition time via parallel imaging, and better Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) have opened new opportunities for various clinical and research projects, in-
cluding Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), brain connectivity mapping, and
anatomical imaging. The advancement of these UHF MRI performance metrics, especially
SNR, was the primary motivation of this thesis.
Unaccelerated SNR depends on receive array sensitivity profile, receiver noise cor-
relation and static magnetic field strength. Various receive array decoupling technolo-
gies, including overlap/inductive and preamplifier decoupling, were previously utilized to
mitigate noise correlation. In this dissertation, I developed a novel self-decoupling prin-
ciple to isolate elements of a loop-based receive array and demonstrated, via full-wave
electromagnetic/circuit co-simulations validated by bench measurements, that the self-
decoupling technique provides inter-element isolation on par with overlap decoupling while
self-decoupling improves SNR. I then designed and constructed the first self-decoupled 32
and 64 channel receiver arrays for human brain MRI imaging at 10.5T / 447MHz. Experi-
mental comparisons of these receive arrays with the industry’s gold-standard 7T 32 channel
receiver resulted in 1.81 times and 3.53 times more average SNR using the 10.5T 32 and
64 channel receivers I built, respectively.
To further improve the SNR of accelerated MRI images, I developed a novel data-driven
model using a customized conditional Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) architecture
for parallel MRI image reconstruction and demonstrated that, when applied to human brain
images subsampled with rate of 4, the GAN model results in a Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) of 37.65 compared to GeneRalized Autocalibrating Partial Parallel Acquisition
iv
(GRAPPA)’s PSNR of 33.88.
In summary, the work presented in this dissertation improved the SNR available for hu-
man brain imaging and provided the experimental realization of the advantages anticipated
at 10.5T MRI. The insights from this thesis inform future efforts to build self-decoupled
transmit arrays and high density (i.e. 128 channel) loop-based receive arrays for human
brain MRI especially at ultra-high field as well as future studies to utilize deep learning
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The game of science is played on the
ground of empirical research.
Claude M. Steele
MRI is a non-invasive medical imaging modality with extensive clinical and research
applications across disciplines. Such applications give impetus to the fundamental research
effort which is the focus of this thesis: improving the SNR of MRI imaging of the human
brain.
THE PURSUIT OF SNR
There is a fundamental trade-off between the per voxel SNR and image resolution. Clin-
ical and research applications continuously require higher resolutions to discern smaller
anatomical structures. Given the SNR versus resolution trade-off, these applications send
researchers on a mission to find ways to compensate for the SNR lost due to higher res-
olution. Since a primary avenue is to start from higher SNR (independent of particular
imaging parameters) by increasing the static magnetic field strength, there has been a push
for ultra-high field MRI.
Beyond field strength, Radio Frequency (RF) coils are a principal determinant of intrin-
sic SNR as the MRI signal intensity is proportional to the sensitivity profile of the particular
RF coil employed in the experiment. As it relates to RF receivers, the available SNR can be
increased by designing and building receiver coils with either increased sensitivity and/or
reduced noise. Furthermore, arrays of receiver elements provide the opportunity to en-
xiii
hance the available SNR by combining the signal from ideally-independent coil elements.
This opens the discussion to a host of reconstruction techniques which exploit, each in its
own way, the information redundancy of such receive arrays. As MRI acquisitions can be
time-consuming especially at higher resolutions, the need to reduce the acquisition time
(in order to increase patient throughput, mitigate motion artifacts, etc) brings the additional
receiver array information into the spotlight. This extra information allows for improved
reconstruction of MRI images from undersampled signals, effectively reducing the scan
acquisition time. The undersampling, however, comes at the expense of amplified noise.
The pursuit of SNR via better RF coils was the initial and primary focus of my research.
I started by working on a novel self-decoupling technique to mitigate the noise correlation
of loop-based receive arrays and improve their sensitivity. When I started my research at
the RF lab of the CMRR, the maximum noise correlation of CMRR’s 7T 64-channel receive
array stood at 0.67 [1]. As of this writing, I have built a 10.5T 64-channel receiver with a
max noise correlation of 0.31 [2]. The self-decoupling technique paved the way for the next
step: building high density receiver arrays with effective inter-element isolation. I designed
and constructed a 32 and a 64 channel receive array for human brain imaging at 10.5T
and demonstrated, EXPERIMENTALLY, more than three fold SNR enhancement compared
to prior 7T industry standards [2, 3]. To further improve the SNR of images acquired
using these receive arrays, I continued by introducing a novel data driven reconstruction
technique for undersampled MRI images which addresses the noise amplification issue of
conventional reconstruction methods.
OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
The purpose of this thesis is to realize the potential SNR improvements promised by ultra-
high field MRI. This purpose is pursued in two contiguous fronts: building better receive
arrays and improving reconstruction techniques.
Chapter 1 starts by laying out the fundamental concepts and establishes the terminology
required to discuss the works presented here. MRI physics are briefly reviewed. SNR
advantages of ultra-high field MRI and the role of RF antennas in realizing these advantages
are discussed. Principles of image reconstruction using multi-channel receive arrays and
conventional parallel imaging techniques are reviewed to lay the groundwork for the deep
learning methods of MRI reconstruction which follow.
Chapter 2 presents the novel self-decoupling technique and results, demonstrating ef-
xiv
fective interelement isolation and SNR improvements compared to overlapped decoupling.
Self-decoupling paves the way for Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, where high density receive
arrays and their performance characterizations (on the bench and in the MRI scanner) are
presented. Chapter 4 wraps up the hardware effort with a discussion of the SNR gains
using the high density receive arrays at ultra-high field. Chapter 5 delves into the recon-
struction techniques of undersampled image acquisitions and presents a novel method to
mitigate noise amplification and improve the fidelity of the reconstructed images. Chap-
ter 6 summarizes the conclusions of the thesis and ends with a discussion on promising
future directions.
These chapters often borrow from what was already published and/or presented in:
• N. Tavaf, R. L. Lagore, S. Moen, et al., “A 15-channel loop dipole array for in-vivo swine
head MR imaging at 10.5T,” ISMRM, 2019, p. 1445.
• G. Adriany, J. Radder, N. Tavaf, et al., “Evaluation of a 16-Channel Transmitter for Head
Imaging at 10.5T,” ICEAA, IEEE, Sep. 2019, pp. 1171–1174.
• N. Tavaf, R. L. Lagore, S. Jungst, et al., “Developing High Channel Count Receive Arrays
for Human Brain Imaging at 10.5T,” ISMRM, 2020, p. 1961.
• N. Tavaf, R. L. Lagore, S. Jungst, et al., “A Self-Decoupled 32 Channel Receive Array for
Human Brain Magnetic Resonance Imaging at 10.5T,” MRM, accepted Mar 2021.
• M. K. Woo, L. Dela Barre, M. Waks, et al., “A Novel High Density 32-channel Sleeve An-
tenna Receiver Array for the Human Head Imaging at 10.5 T,” ISMRM, 2021, p. 236.
• N. Tavaf, S. Jungst, R. L. Lagore, et al., “A Self-decoupled 64 Channel Receive Array for
Human Brain MRI at 10.5T,” ISMRM, 2021, p. 2618.
• N. Tavaf, A. Torfi, K. Ugurbil, et al., “GRAPPA-GANs for Parallel MRI Reconstruction”,
arXiv:2101.03135, Jan. 2021
• N. Tavaf, J. Radder, R. Lagore, et al., “Design of a Self Decoupled 16 Channel Transmitter
for Human Brain MRI at 447 MHz”, arXiv:2103.07516, Mar 2021.
I have tried to keep these chapters to-the-point and limit reiterations of what was al-
ready extensively discussed in the works of other researchers. While Dr. Pierre-François
Van de Moortele, whose knowledge of MRI seems inexhaustible, has reviewed this thesis
for conspicuous mistakes, he is not responsible for the conclusions I have drawn or any
errors that remain. Should a reader be enthusiastic enough to try to replicate some of the
works reported here, there will most certainly be opportunities to suggest improvements or
revisions. However, that reader may sympathize with Tai T’ung’s words: “were I to await




It’s up to you.
Pierre-François - Jan 2018.
MRI has turned into an indispensable part of routine clinical examinations and biomed-
ical research efforts. Improvements in the resolution and SNR made possible at UHF MRI
and reductions in scan acquisition time have promoted MRI to preeminence in various
applications [5–8]1. MRI applications that rely on the latter advantages include fMRI
studies [6, 8–11], brain connectivity mapping using diffusion-weighted MRI [12–15] and
anatomical imaging [16–19]. Such applications depend on ultra-high field advantages made
possible by the contributions of interconnected components of the imaging pipeline, includ-
ing better radio-frequency coils and reconstruction algorithms. To discuss these contribut-
ing components, a brief review of MRI physics is necessary.
1The references in this paragraph are provided as examples. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to
list all of the relevant literature and applications that benefit from ultra-high field MR advantages. More
generally, the focus of this chapter is to introduce the fundamental concepts, not to provide an exhaustive
literature review in each section. A more inclusive review of relevant prior art is provided in the introduction
of subsequent chapters.
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1.1 MRI PHYSICS AND ULTRA-HIGH FIELD
With magnetization, ~M , representing the average magnetic dipole moment density of the
sample, it can be shown that in equilibrium, ~M = M0ẑ, where M0 is the initial magnitude
of the magnetization aligned with ẑ the identity vector in the direction of the external static
magnetic field,B0 [20]. If a RF pulse (defined as a magnetic field,B1, applied on-resonance
for a finite time duration) disturbs the equilibrium, the magnetization’s subsequent trajec-
tory follows the Bloch equation [20]:
d ~M
dt







where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, ~Bext the external magnetic field, T1 the longitudinal
relaxation constant, T2 the transverse decay constant, and ~M⊥ is the transverse component
of the magnetization perpendicular to ~Mz = Mz ẑ. The transient and steady state solutions
to the Bloch equation are known, both for the case when ~Bext includes only the static
magnetic field and for the transmit case when the RF pulse is on.
1.1.1 The MRI Signal
After the RF pulse is turned off, the solutions to Eq. 1.1 provide the trajectory of the mag-
netization over time and space ~M(~r, t). The magnetization’s precession generates a time-
variant magnetic field ~B(~r, t) which induces an electromotive force (emf = −∂Φ/∂t) in
a resonant closed circuit (i.e. a loop coil) placed inside the field as the magnetic flux Φ
through the coil changes over time, according to Faraday’s law. The current induced in
the loop in turn gives rise to a magnetic field, ~B−1 , which can be evaluated at the sample
position. Due to the principle of reciprocity, the flux through the detection coil due to the
magnetization can be found by calculating the flux that would emanate from the detection
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coil, per unit current, through the (spatio-temporally varying) magnetization. Therefore,
the electromotive force induced in the coil can be expressed as [20]:




~M(~r, t) · ~B−1 (~r) d3r (1.2)
Eq. 1.2 is the MRI signal, s, in its general form. The signal dependence on spin density,
ρ, and transmit RF pulse, B+1 , is implied in the magnetization term, ~M(~r, t). Solutions to
Eq. 1.1 and the assumptions of uniform static magnetic field, B0, and negligible relaxation
and decay during short transmit pulses (i.e. γB0  max{1/T1, 1/T2} ) are used to solve
Eq. 1.2 for specific signal acquisition sequences, such as gradient echo and spin echo. In
the general case, as M0 ∝ B0 and the frequency ω0 = γB0, it follows from Eq. 1.2 that the
signal magnitude, s, is proportional to [20]:
s ∝ B20 ·B−1 (~r) (1.3)
where B−1 (~r) is the magnetic field of the receive coil at location ~r of the sample. Eq. 1.3
motivates the push towards using UHF (B0 ≥ 7T) MRI systems as well as building high
sensitivity RF receive coils2.
Eq. 1.3 underestimates the complexity of the challenge. In the more general SNR equa-
tion, noise is also frequency-dependent. If one describes SNR as SNR ∝ Bx0 , the exponent
x has been and continues to be a subject of research and debate. At ultra-high field, with
increased frequency, the complexity of the spatial distribution of electromagnetic fields in-
creases, and the SNR gains based on the exponent x are not homogeneous through space.
Analytical solutions, simulations and experiments have reported various numbers for x
2On a historical note, MRI started from much lower field strengths. Mansfield’s in-vivo images (the cross
section of a human finger) were at 15MHz (0.35T) [21]. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) images by
Lauterbur (dubbed zeugmatography) were at 60MHz (1.4T) [22]. The evolution to higher field strengths
and frequencies is more recent and is motivated in large part by the higher resolution required for brain
neuroscience applications. See [7] for a detailed history of ultra-high field MRI
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(averaged over the sample), mostly in the range of 1 to 2. For a widely cited study, see
Pohmann et al. [23] which reports x ' 1.65 on average. Irrespective of the exact value of
x achieved in practice, the verdict of Eq. 1.3 is motivating.
1.1.2 k-space
Imaging refers to determination of the spin density distribution over space, ρ(~r). Since
nuclei precess at different frequencies where the external magnetic field is slightly differ-
ent, the local spatial distribution of spins can be determined from the frequency content
of the MRI signal, provided a well-defined spatial field variation is superimposed on the
homogeneous static field3.
Noting that M⊥(~r, t) ∝ ρ(~r), assuming uniform transmit and receive fields, negligible
relaxation effects, and no inherent offset precession frequencies4, it can be shown that










where s(~k) is signal measured at the scanner, the k-space is defined as ~k(t) = γ
∫
~G(t)dt
with ~G(t) being the gradient field and F the Fourier transform5. Eq. 1.4 is the fundamental
Fourier pair forming three dimensional MRI images.
3Gz = 10mT/m is indicative of the order of gradients while δ = 10ppm is indicative of the order of field
inhomogeneities. Field inhomogeneity is at most a few percentages of maximum gradient, so static field can
be taken as uniform.
4The primary reason that frequency is space/time dependent is presence of gradient fields.
5The k-space representation is often attributed to [24]. Gradients are magnetic fields with known (ideally
linear) spatial variation superimposed on B0 to provide spatial frequency encoding.
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1.2 RF COILS IN MRI
The term RF coil refers to certain resonant electronic hardware components of the MRI
system used to transmit or receive (sense) magnetic fields. Receivers are a subset of RF
coils used as sensors to pick up the MRI signal (Eq. 1.2). TheB−1 in Eq. 1.2 is the magnetic
field profile of the receiver. While there are various types of receivers, the focus of the
following chapters is on arrays of receive elements, with each element being a resonant
loop. A single loop is an LC circuit resonant at the frequency of f = 1/(2π
√
LC), where
L is inductance (in nano Henries, nH) and C is capacitance (in pico Farads, pF ).
1.2.1 Receive Arrays
In their seminal work, Roemer et al. [25] demonstrated that sensing the MRI signal simul-
taneously with an array of loops can outperform a single, large loop covering the same
area. Roemer presented a method for optimally combining the signal from the receive
elements of the array given their sensitivity profile and noise correlation information. Roe-
mer’s demonstration of improved sensitivity of a surface array compared to a single loop
provided the basis of the subsequent interest and focus on receive arrays in the MRI com-
munity. A second advantage of receive arrays is the possibility to use their extra informa-
tion to reconstruct undersampled k-space signals and accelerate image acquisition, details
of which are covered in Section 1.3. Later studies demonstrated that increased channel
count of conformal receive arrays leads to better performance in terms of sensitivity and
acceleration potential especially at ultra-high fields (e.g. [26–32]).
1.2.2 RF Arrays and SNR
As the magnetic field profile of each coil element,B−1,i(~r), is a function of pixel location, for
a uniform sample, with B being a 1×Nch vector composed of the B−1,i(~r) for i ∈ (1, Nch)
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individual coils, assuming the noise covariance matrix (i.e. the noise covariance between




is the Root Sum of Squares (RSOS) reconstruction at the image domain with H being
the Hermitian transpose. If the noise covariance matrix is measured (in the absence of
excitation), the covariance-weighted root-sum-of-squares combination of the signal results




To explain the SNR gain as a function of number of channels, consider an array of Nch
identical small loops covering the surface of an sphere. For the ideal case with the noise
correlation being equal to an identity matrix (i.e. equal levels of noise in all channels and
zero inter-element noise correlation), Eq. 1.5 results in an
√
Nch improvement at the center
of the sphere (simple averaging if all channels have identical B−1 profiles and the voxel of
interest is equidistant from all loops). This means that, comparing an 32-channel receive
array with an 64-channel receive array, assuming both arrays employ identical loop ele-
ments7, one should observe
√
64/32 = 1.41 times increase in average RSOS at the central
voxel using the 64-channel array. Eq. 1.6 is, however, a reminder that, in practice, noise
correlation affects the gains realized at higher channel counts. It is, at least in part, the
fundamental implications of Eq. 1.6 that motivate the focus in Chapter 2 on noise correla-
6Noise correlation equal to identity matrix is the theoretically ideal case where there is absolutely zero
crosstalk between different channels of an antenna array. Of course, while we strive to approach that ideal, in
practice that assumption is next to impossible with today’s technology.
7This is required to satisfy the identical per channel B−1 assumption, however it would mean that the
32 channel receiver does not cover the full surface of the sphere. The conclusion of the argument holds
regardless.
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tion and the push in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 for higher density receive arrays8. Added to
these fundamentals is the field effect: simulations have shown that at higher static magnetic
fields, a higher number of channels is required to capture the same percentage of the poten-
tial SNR [28]. These results further motivate building higher density receivers at ultra-high
field.
1.3 PARALLEL IMAGING AND RECONSTRUCTION
In its simplest form, to accelerate MRI image acquisition, for example in a 2D (two dimen-
sions: phase encoding and readout) Cartesian k-space, often only a fraction of the k-space
lines along the phase encoding direction are acquired. In other words, the frequency do-
main, k-space, is often subsampled along the phase encoding direction.
In its most basic form, Parallel Imaging (PI) refers to the techniques that utilize the
additional information of individual elements of the receive array to assist with image re-
construction (often from a subsampled signal)9. The subsampling of the signal in k-space
comes at the expense of aliasing10,11 in the image domain. Parallel image reconstruction
refers to the mapping from the multi-coil, undersampled signal measured in the frequency
domain to an optimally combined, dealiased image. There are various PI reconstruction
techniques [33]. The original trailblazer PI reconstruction methods, SiMultaneous Ac-
8For a more detailed discussion of how the SNR of an array is expected to increase with number of
channels, see for example [27, 28, 30] and references therein. For an experimental demonstration at 3T, see
for example [26].
9The term parallel probably refers to digitizing and processing the signal from individual coils in parallel
as apposed to combining them at earlier stages of the reconstruction pipeline. The term accelerated refers
to the reduction in image acquisition time which can be achieved in various ways, including the k-space
subsampling.
10In this context, aliasing broadly refers to a distortion involving the presence of multiple copies of the
same object in the image.
11For the sake of simplicity, only the PI principles in the case of representation of a simple Cartesian k-
space acquisition scheme are described here; in this case, acceleration means skipping “phase encoding lines”
and typically results in aliasing. However, if one applies PI on a spiral trajectory, or on a radial trajectory,
then there is no more one “phase encoding direction” resulting in aliasing; skipping would rather result in
lots of blurring more so than traditional aliasing.
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quisition of Spatial Harmonics (SMASH) [34] and SENSitivity Encoding (SENSE) [35],
required a prior estimation of individual receive element sensitivity profiles12. Very briefly,
SMASH in essence relied on a linear weighted combination of receive coil sensitivity pro-
files to generate shifted k-space lines. SENSE used a generalized inverse of the sensitivity
matrix to unwrap and combine the aliased images from each channel. The following dis-
cussion is focused on introducing those concepts and methods referred to in the subsequent
chapters.
1.3.1 GRAPPA and g-Factor
In their landmark work, Griswold et al. [36] proposed GRAPPA as a method that, in
essence, tries to decouple the dealiasing of per-channel images from the SNR-optimized
combination of the per-channel13 images.
GRAPPA addresses the dealiasing part by filling-in the missing information in the k-
space on a per channel basis prior to Fourier transforming to the image domain and com-
bining the per-channel images14. First, data is acquired with equidistant subsampling of the
k-space along the phase encoding direction. A central region of the k-space, however, is
fully sampled (all lines are acquired) and referred to as the Auto Calibration Signal (ACS).
In principle, the process of filling-in the missing k-space points is a convolution and
involves two steps: (1) determining the set of weights (or convolution kernels) by fitting
them to the ACS lines, (2) using these kernels to fill-in the k-space via convolution of the
kernels with the subsampled signal from all coils. For each target coil, GRAPPA uses data
12Later versions of SMASH did not require previously collected sensitivity maps. Since SMASH and
SENSE are not used in the rest of the thesis, they are discussed only briefly here.
13As a side note on terminology clarification, in the context of RF receive arrays, the terms element,
channel, coil are used interchangeably to refer to individual resonant loops that together form the array. Coil
is sometimes used in literature to refer to the collective array. In the upcoming discussion on the deep learning
methods, channel can be used to refer to the depth-wise axis of an n-dimensional matrix (usually the last axis
of a numpy ndarray) in the sense that an RGB image has three channels. In that case, it does not necessarily
represent a physical coil element.
14While there are various implementations with different details, the following description captures the
essence of GRAPPA in its principles.
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Figure 1.1: The concept of GRAPPA. It starts from the subsampled, per-channel k-space data (left
column), estimates the missing points in the k-space for individual coils (second column from left),
Fourier transforms individual coils to image domain (third column from left), and finally combines
the individual images into a single image (fourth column from left). The right column is the fully-
sampled ground truth reconstruction. Here, a root-sum-of-squares (RSOS) combination is used.
from all individual coils to fit the kernels to the ACS lines in the target coil and then uses
these kernels to estimate the missing data of the target coil.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the principles of GRAPPA15. It shows a single axial slice of a
human brain imaged using a 16-channel receiver, with the acquisition accelerated with a
subsampling rate of R = 8 (i.e. 1/8th of lines acquired) along the phase encode direc-
tion16. The GRAPPA RSOS reconstruction clearly shows the noise amplification typical of
GRAPPA reconstructions of an undersampled acquisition.
The SNR of the image reconstructed from a k-space subsampled at the rate of R (i.e.
SNRR) is related to the SNR of the image reconstructed from a fully-sampled k-space (i.e.
15The figure is generated using data from the fastMRI [37, 38] dataset.
16The reconstruction here used 9x9 kernels. For simplicity, only the magnitude of 2 channels are dis-










where g (g-factor or geometry factor), initially introduced by Pruessmann [35], quantifies
the noise amplification characteristic of GRAPPA reconstruction and the
√
R reflects the
intrinsic loss due to undersampling17. The spatially dependent g-factor is a function of the
B0 field strength, the particular receive array, the reconstruction algorithm, the acceleration
rate R, and the object being imaged18, among other factors [29, 39]. Simulations and
experiments have shown that, with all other factors being the same, g-factor (the SNR
penalty of acceleration) reduces at higher B0 magnetic fields (see for example, figure 8
of [27] or figure 1 of [40]). Specifically, the higher B0 field strength allows for higher
acceleration rates R with less SNR penalty (lower g-factors). These results have further
encouraged the trend towards ultra-high field MRI.
1.3.2 RF Arrays and PI g-factor
Quantifying the direct effect of the receive array design and construction on g-factor and
parallel imaging performance is more challenging19. However, experiments converge on
the existence of a positive correlation between the number of elements in the receive array
and better parallel imaging performance (i.e. reduced g-factor), albeit to various degrees,
with the advantage of higher density arrays being more pronounced at higher acceleration
rates [1, 26, 32]. Simulations of an ideal spherical array also indicate that higher channel
count receivers outperform lower channel count receivers in terms of g-factor at a constant
17While Eq. 1.7 is similar to the g-factor originally defined in SENSE-type reconstructions, it still holds as
a high-level description of the GRAPPA g-factor.
18The object (a phantom, a human brain, etc) affects the g-factor via its size, shape, dielectric properties,
and positioning, all of which affect coil loading.
19This may be explained by two observations: (1) the manually constructed receive arrays often sustain
noticeable electromagnetic deviations from their designs, (2) high fidelity simulations of real-world dense
receive arrays are prohibitively complex and time-consuming to validate, at least with the full-wave electro-
magnetic simulation capabilities available at the time of writing this thesis.
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B0 field strength [28] and therefore, confirm the experimental expectation of improvement.
Other than the number of channels, the noise correlation of the receive array plays a role in
determining the g-factor [39].
On the other hand, at higher B0 fields, a higher number of receive elements is required
to capture the same percentage of ultimate-intrinsic SNR as in lower B0 fields ([41], see
for example figure 2 of [32]). In other words, even in the absence of subsampling, denser
receivers are required at higher B0 fields. Given the push to higher B0 fields that underlies
better parallel imaging, the former means that for ultra-high field parallel MRI imaging to
realize its full potential, it has to utilize high density receive arrays.
1.4 DEEP LEARNING FOR MRI RECONSTRUCTION
The effort to recover the SNR lost to acceleration goes beyond better receiver arrays and
higher B0 field strength and motivates MRI researchers to try to recover as much SNR
as possible in reconstruction as well. The focus on improved reconstruction is pursued in
several lines of research. While GRAPPA and SENSE [35] have evolved since their early
implementations, compressed sensing [42] techniques have also been applied to the MRI
reconstruction problem. Recently, conventional techniques are increasingly used to guide
deep learning approaches to the parallel imaging reconstruction problem [43]. Generative
adversarial networks [44] are a group of such deep learning models that, having shown
promising results in various image-to-image translation tasks, are used in Chapter 5 to
address the noise amplification characteristic of GRAPPA.
1.4.1 Generative Adversarial Networks
In their landmark work, Goodfellow et al. [44] proposed GAN. GANs are composed of two
neural networks trained simultaneously: a generator, G, and a discriminator, D. The gen-
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erator is tasked with learning the mapping from an input image space to an output image
space whereas the discriminator model is trained to estimate the probability that a sample
output image is synthetic (generated by G) or authentic (drawn from the dataset). Goodfel-
low et al. showed that a pair of (G,D) exists whereG captures the input-output mapping of
the training data that makes D equally uncertain about its synthetic versus authentic image
classification task. The discriminator D is trained to maximize the probability of assign-
ing the correct label (synthetic vs. authentic) to output space images. Simultaneously, G is
trained to minimize log(1−D(G)), meaning the generator tries to deceive the discriminator






L(D,G) = E[log(D(x))] + E[log(1−D(G(z)))] (1.8)
where z is a prior noise distribution used as the input to generator, x is the output space,
and L is the total model loss function.
Mirza and Osindero [45] built on the generative model to introduce conditional GANs.
Whereas in the original GAN structure, the generator input was a random noise matrix
which did not guarantee outcome class, the conditional architecture was constructed to
generate synthetic outputs conditioned on class. This is achieved by conditioning the gen-
erator and discriminator on some extra information, y, for instance by feeding y into both






L(D,G) = E[log(D(x|y))] + E[log(1−D(G(z|y)))] (1.9)
In Chapter 5, I have built upon the original conditional GAN to tackle the parallel
image reconstruction and its concomitant noise amplification. In this context, the generator





SELF-DECOUPLING OF RECEIVE ARRAYS
Great find and venue to build non
overlapped coils at 10.5T.
Gregor Adriany - Feb 11, 2019.
One of the primary challenges in building high density receive arrays is that interaction
between resonant structures can detune them (i.e. shift the resonance frequency or spoil
it altogether)1. Decoupling refers to strategies to minimize the interaction between two
resonant structures. Self-decoupling is one such strategy that was introduced recently [46].
The following is a discussion of self-decoupling at 10.5T and the advantages it offers in
designing and constructing high density receive arrays.
1Tuning a resonant structure refers to adjusting the structure such that its resonant frequency is equal
to the desired value, e.g. by modifying the inductor or capacitor values in f = 1/(2π
√
LC) to obtain
f = 447MHz, which is the resonant frequency of 1H at 10.5T. Then, detuning is a shift in the resonant
frequency (for whatever reason). It should be noted that while detuning of receiver is undesirable during
signal reception, it is intentional/desirable during transmission.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
Parallel MRI has become increasingly prevalent in clinical and research settings. Receive-
only RF arrays are critical not only to gain SNR, especially in the vicinity of the receiver
coils, but also for parallel imaging performance as they provide the possibility to recon-
struct images from subsampled k-space and therefore, accelerate MRI acquisitions. Such
reconstruction methods rely on the additional spatial encoding provided by array elements
and often use sensitivity profiles of each receive element and noise correlation between
receive elements. In their seminal work, Roemer et al. [25] presented simultaneous acqui-
sitions using an array of surface coils and an algorithm to combine the signal from each
of the receive elements. Roemer suggested that the root-sum-of-square algorithm is the
optimum reconstruction solution subject to the noise correlation matrix being proportional
to identity matrix. Otherwise, a noise-adjusted root-sum-of-squares reconstruction results
in signal-to-noise ratio being inversely proportional to the noise correlation matrix. Fur-
thermore, parallel imaging SNR is penalized by noise amplification (g-factor) which is
in turn affected by receiver noise correlation as well as other parameters [39, 47]. Inter-
element coupling complicates the impedance transformation required for noise-matching
the preamplifiers, hence preamplifier noise can reflect back into the coil and be added to the
diagonal elements of the noise correlation matrix [32]. Although modern post-processing
and reconstruction methods try to deal with receiver noise correlation, the diagonal noise
amplification cannot be eliminated [48]. Therefore, SNR and acceleration penalties es-
tablish the fundamental motivation to design and build receive arrays with inherently low
inter-element noise correlation.
Several decoupling strategies (i.e. methods to mitigate receiver inter-element noise
correlation or crosstalk) have been previously proposed. Roemer et al. [25] demonstrated
that overlapping adjacent coils and using low-input impedance preamplifiers minimizes the
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electromagnetic coupling. Preamplifier decoupling relies on a quarter-wavelength trans-
formation to create high series impedance at the coil feed point, thereby minimizing the
induced current and inter-element coupling. Inductive decoupling relies on building trans-
formers between adjacent non-overlapping loop elements. Overlap, preamplifier and in-
ductive decoupling were used extensively in the design of receive arrays [32, 49–52].
Lakshmanan et al. [53] proposed the loopole antenna, where segmenting capacitors in-
side transceive loops were distributed unevenly to cause an unbalanced current distribu-
tion in the loop with electromagnetic field patterns resembling that of a dipole antenna.
Yan et al. [46] built on the idea of unbalanced impedance and proposed a transceiver self-
decoupling scheme for 7T / 298MHz where a relatively small RF impedance (e.g. 8.5pF
capacitance) is placed opposite a relatively large RF impedance (e.g. 0.4pF) which ap-
proaches an open circuit at the RF frequency. This results in the current distribution being
unbalanced so that the coil resembles a dipole antenna. However, in contrast to Roemer’s
work [25], Yan’s analysis assumes electric coupling to be limited to coupling via free space
and excludes resistive coupling via the conductive sample. While inter-element coupling
via the sample can be negligible in the case of loop transmitters far (more than 4cm away)
from the sample, 3D conformal receiver arrays are generally form-fitting and very close to
the sample and are designed to be dominated by body noise [30, 32, 54].
In this work, we present a strategy for receiver self-decoupling at 447MHz based on
our observation that higher frequencies allow for a more balanced capacitive segmentation
of receive elements while maintaining acceptable decoupling. We compare performance
of self-decoupled receivers, in terms of SNR, with overlap-decoupled loops. Receiver
self-decoupling provides inter-element isolation comparable to overlap decoupling while
it does not require geometric overlap or interelement transformers or decoupling networks
and is therefore much more practical to implement in high density receive arrays. Further-
more, receiver self-decoupling presented here provides higher SNR compared to overlap
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decoupling. It is particularly well-suited to building high density conformal receive arrays.
The proposed self-decoupling method, demonstrated in the present work on a pair of re-
ceivers, is also being used in building a 32-channel receiver array for human head imaging
at 10.5T/447MHz [55].
2.2 METHODS
In the context of MR receive arrays, loop-shaped receive coil elements used to sense MR
signal are rectangular or circular structures2 constructed using copper wire and segmented
by fixed or variable capacitances so as to become resonant at f = 1/(2π
√
LC). Arranging
loop elements into array structures provides SNR and parallel imaging advantages. How-
ever, these advantages are compromised by noise and inter-element crosstalk, both of which
are reflected in the noise correlation or covariance matrix. In order to mitigate the effects
of noise correlation, several decoupling strategies involving overlap, low-input impedance
preamplifiers, inter-element transformers, inductive/capacitive networks, and unbalanced
current distribution have been proposed before [25, 46, 49, 53, 56–59]. Some of these
strategies require additional design and construction complexities which often lead to un-
intended consequences, including noise amplification, contrary to their raison d’être. For
instance, imperfect impedance transformation required in preamplifier decoupling would
result in preamplifier noise being projected back into the receive element [32, 60]. The
self-decoupling method presented here takes advantage of the higher frequency (447MHz)
and distributed inductance of receive elements and is particularly appropriate for construct-
ing high-density loop-based receive arrays, primarily for human brain imaging at 10.5T.
Rectangular loops similar in size to those used in the array were modeled in several
2The shape of a receive element is not necessarily rectangular or circular, but the advantages expected
from high density receive arrays especially for parallel imaging at ultra-high field MRI usually impose design
requirements that make small rectangular or circular elements arranged in multiple rows a favorite choice for
RF coil designers. In less dense arrays, the optimum shape of the loop element might be different.
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scenarios. First, two 5× 5 cm2 loops and then, two 2.5× 5 cm2 loops were positioned (in
simulations) on a flat surface in proximity to a cubic phantom (permittivity εr = 50, con-
ductivity σ = 0.6 S/m to approximate human brain tissue dielectric properties [61] across
all simulations). These loops were constructed using American Wire Gauge (AWG)-18
copper wire (diameter 1.02mm) and were divided into four segments using three capacitors
and the feed point. Two fixed capacitors and a trimmer capacitor (Xtr), with values in the
same range as fixed capacitors, were used inside each loop. The feed circuitry, presented
in Figure 2.1, consisted of a detune trap as well as tune (Xt) and match3 (Xm) adjustable
capacitors. Similar principles were used to construct non-overlapped 10 × 10 cm2 loops
using balanced capacitive distribution on a cylindrical surface at a constant distance from a
cylindrical sample (εr = 50, σ = 0.6 S/m).
Electromagnetic / circuit cosimulations were performed using CST Studio (Dassault
Systemes Simulia Corp., Johnston, RI). Coil elements were modeled in SolidWorks (Solid-
Works Corp., Waltham, MA) and imported into CST. Simulations were performed over
a frequency range of 2 GHz using the finite difference time domain method to solve
Maxwell’s equations and were partially accelerated using a GPU. The loops were tuned
to 447MHz (proton resonance at 10.5T) and matched to 50 Ohm. In circuit co-simulations,
variable capacitors were optimized to tune each loop to the 447MHz frequency.
Several ElectroMagnetic (EM)/circuit optimization problems were set up with the goal
of finding Xtr, Xt, Xm to minimize S21,f conditioned on S11,f ≤ −12dB and S22,f ≤
−12dB where f = 447 MHz is the resonant frequency. Values of Xtr, Xt, Xm were lim-
ited to practical ranges guided by bench experiments. Other 3D EM model parameters,
including the distance between loop elements and the gap between the coils and the phan-
tom, were kept constant and equal to practical receive array values during optimization.
Note that the objective function and the cost (loss) function for these optimizations can
3Matching a resonant circuit refers to adjusting the circuit components so as to sharpen the resonant peak
of the S11 intensity-frequency curve.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the feed circuit and loop element, showing the tune (Xt) and match (Xm)
capacitors, the detuning trap (Ldt and Cdt), the loop element (fixed C1 and C2 capacitors and trim-
mer capacitor Xtr), and an RF choke (LRFC).
25× 50 mm2 50× 50 mm2
Xtr Xt Xm Xtr Xt Xm
simulated 8 1.4 8 6.5 2.5 3.5
on-the-bench 8.2 1.5 8.8 7 2.5 4
Table 2.1: Comparing on-the-bench versus simulated component values.
be defined in various ways. In our experience, incorporating the objective (S21,f ) into the
loss function to form a weighted-linear combination of individual L1 norms in the linear
(as opposed to dB) scale of real and imaginary parts of the S-parameters (as opposed to
phase and magnitude) resulted in faster convergence. The trust region method and the
Nelder Mead simplex algorithm were used to solve for optimums. It should be noted that
in practice (on the bench) such an optimization is straight-forward and is substantially less
time consuming compared to the numerical simulations because, on the bench, the results
of parameter modifications can be monitored immediately in an analogue manner using a
vector network analyzer. Nevertheless, the simulations were useful in validating our bench
implementation of self-decoupling (in terms of component values and s-parameters) and
comparing self-decoupling with overlap decoupling (in terms of field pattern and SNR). A
comparison between the simulated component values versus bench implementation of the
same components is presented in Table 2.1.
Numerical results for S-parameters and per-port, complex-valued H-fields at 447MHz
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were exported to ASCII files. Post-processing and analysis of magnetic field results were
performed using customized Python scripts. Complex-valued receive magnetic fields were




y )/2 where µ0 is the perme-
ability of free space and x, y are Cartesian coordinates orthogonal to the static magnetic
field, B0. In order to compare the receive field between overlap and self-decoupling
methods, two metrics were calculated: Sum of Magnitude (SOM) of the complex com-
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BHB where B is a vector composed of complex magnetic receive
fields of each individual channel and H is Hermitian transpose. Furthermore, RSOS was





BHΨ−1B where Ψ is the normalized noise correlation matrix calcu-
lated using the simulated complex-valued scatter matrix [27, 32, 62–64]. The summation
over sample is intended to collapse spatial maps into a single numeric metric for com-
parison purposes. These metrics are particularly appropriate here as we are considering
receive-only coils, so we are interested in SNR, not transmit efficiency.
2.3 RESULTS
Figure 2.2 presents experimental and simulation results for two 10× 10 cm2 receive loops
at 10.5T / 447MHz. The resulting crosstalk between receive elements is S21 = −12 dB
(Figure 2.2b). Figure 2.3a shows the magnetic field B1 of a single excited loop which is
consistent with the classic field pattern of a loop at this frequency, implying sufficient iso-
lation. The surface current distribution is almost symmetric with strong current distributed
on all segments of the excited loop (and limited current induced on the second loop) (Fig-
ure 2.3b), again demonstrating effective interelement isolation.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) Experimental S-parameters (measured on the bench) demonstrating self-decoupling
of adjacent loops, (b) simulated S-parameters. Sij values included are at 447MHz.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: (a) magnitude B1 field of one loop (axial, center slice, normalized to 1, showing the
location of the loops as arcs), (b) average magnitude surface current distribution (when only the
right loop is excited).
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Simulation results for 25 × 50 mm2 receive loops demonstrated -11.2 dB isolation us-
ing the self-decoupling method (compared to -13.8 dB using overlap) at 447 MHz. In
the case of 50 × 50 mm2 loops, self-decoupling provided S21 = −12.9 dB interelement
isolation (compared to -16.8 dB using overlap). These results indicate that the proposed
self-decoupling method achieves better than -11dB isolation (in the worst-case scenario)
which is sufficient for receive array design given that preamplifier decoupling will further
improve the isolation.
Loop size (mm2) SOM RSOS SNR
25× 50 19 17 10
50× 50 47 32 26
Table 2.2: Percentage gain in SOM, RSOS, and SNR obtained using self-decoupled loops instead
of overlap-decoupled loops (calculated as (self decoupling snr – overlap snr)/overlap snr * 100) at
10.5T/447 MHz.
Figure 2.4 depicts the B−1 resulting from two self-decoupled loops and provides a qual-
itative comparison with B−1 from two loops of the same size but overlapped. The RSOS
combination of receive signals from the two self-decoupled loops shows strong receive sig-
nal despite the gap between the two loops (Figure 2.4); a hint of the separation between the
two loops is present in the form of two overlapping distributions of B−1 with two distinct
maximal penetration peaks. The two overlapping loops, as expected show more of an over-
lapping B−1 distribution. Table 2.2 presents a quantitative comparison between SOM and
RSOS of B−1 and SNR integrated over the sample of self-decoupled and overlapped loops
for two sets of loop sizes. Compared to overlapped loops, the proposed self-decoupling
method provides 17% more RSOS B−1 for the 25 × 50 mm2 loops and 32% more RSOS
B−1 for the 50×50 mm2 loops. Furthermore, self-decoupling results in 10% and 26% higher
noise-correlation-weighted SNR for 25× 50 mm2 and 50× 50 mm2 loops, respectively.
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Figure 2.4: Normalized root-sum-of-squares (RSOS) combined B1 receive fields of (a) two 25×50
mm2, self-decoupled loops, (b) two 25× 50 mm2, overlap decoupled loops, (c) two 50× 50 mm2,
self-decoupled loops, (d) two 50× 50 mm2, overlap decoupled loops. Numbers are in dB. Phantom
size is 50× 200 mm2 in all cases.
2.4 DISCUSSION
Previous studies have shown that ultimate intrinsic SNR increases with the magnetic field
magnitude [40, 41, 65]; the use of high density receive arrays is necessary at UHF to
approach ultimate intrinsic SNR [30] available at ultra-high fields and capitalize on the
acceleration potential of ultra-high field MRI. However, capturing these potential gains
experimentally with increasing number of channels in UHF also depends in the execution
of the RF coil array, both in accelerated and un-accelerated imaging. As such, strategies
for mitigating interelement coupling and receiver noise play a critical role.
The self-decoupling method presented by Yan et al. [46] introduced a promising new
method for decoupling of high density receiver arrays. However, the method at 3T and 7T
operating frequencies requires significantly unbalanced distributed capacitors or introduc-
tion of inductive circuit elements to achieve the desirable unbalanced current distributions.
Primarily because of the higher operating frequency, the same self-decoupling effect was
achieved at 10.5T with a more uniform capacitive distribution for the loop sizes appropriate
for a 32 channel receive array targeting coverage over the human brain. In RF coil valida-
tion efforts, achieving a match between the simulated and experimental field maps can be
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easier when current distribution on the loop is more uniform.
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CHAPTER 3
32-CHANNEL RECEIVE ARRAY AT 447MHZ
This made my day.
Kamil Ugurbil - Mar 19, 2019.
The self-decoupling method discussed in the previous chapter forms the basis for de-
signing and building high density receive arrays. This chapter deals with the development
of a 32 channel receive array for human brain imaging at 10.5T using self-decoupling and
preamplifier decoupling and compares its performance in terms of SNR with the industry
standard 7T-32rx. The materials in this chapter were published in [3, 55].
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Ultrahigh field magnetic resonance imaging advantages, including higher image resolution,
reduced acquisition time, and better signal-to-noise ratio, have opened new opportunities
for advancement of various clinical and basic research projects. Applications of primary
interest that rely on exploiting these UHF advantages include fMRI studies, brain connec-
tivity mapping using diffusion-weighted MR imaging (dMRI), and anatomical imaging.
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The push for UHF MRI is predicated primarily on the premise of significant ultimate
intrinsic SNR [27, 41, 65, 66] gains and less SNR penalty with parallel imaging accelera-
tion [1, 17, 40, 67, 68] at higher B0 field strengths. However, UHF MRI presents signifi-
cant new technical challenges [5, 6, 69–71]; a critically important technology that enables
acquisition strategies that addresses some of these challenges, such as reducing echo-train
lengths in fast acquisition schemes like Echo Planar Imaging (EPI), is parallel imaging [29]
using high density receive arrays [1, 30, 32, 72].
Acceleration via parallel imaging comes with a penalty in SNR quantified in terms of
noise amplification or g-factor [35]. Increasing the B0 field strength has been shown to
mitigate the SNR penalty attributed to acceleration [29, 40, 73], hence affording better par-
allel imaging performance. However, parallel imaging performance depends significantly
on receiver array noise correlation [39, 47] as well which needs to be addressed with care-
ful decoupling strategies. Increasing receive array density, on the other hand, exacerbates
interelement coupling (noise correlation) and dominance of electronics noise with smaller
loops [26, 32, 54]. Therefore, developing receiver arrays at 10.5T, the highest field strength
currently available for human imaging, requires incorporation of novel decoupling tech-
niques that are effective at 447 MHz (the proton resonance frequency at 10.5T), in order to
fully exploit the superior SNR and acceleration potential of the higher magnetic field.
Here, we implement the novel receiver self-decoupling technique to build a 32-channel
receive array without using within-row (axial) overlap [25], explicit inter-element decou-
pling networks [50, 56, 57], or highly unbalanced current distributions [46, 53]. The pri-
mary contributions of this work are (1) building a high density, self-decoupled 32-channel
receive array for 10.5T/447 MHz for the first time, and (2) demonstrating SNR and par-
allel imaging gains at 10.5T compared to 7T. The self-decoupled 32-channel receive ar-
ray (10.5T-32Rx) provided substantial experimental peripheral (corresponding to cortical
regions in a human head) and central SNR gains compared to an industry-standard 32-
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channel receive array at 7T. Furthermore, parallel imaging performance at 10.5T was su-
perior to that of 7T, with 10.5T-32Rx providing acceleration performance comparable to a
64-channel array coil at 7T. Our results also confirm the clear advantages of higher B0 field
in terms of SNR and PI performance.
3.2 METHODS
3.2.1 The transmitter
The primary focus of this chapter is on the contribution of receiver coil self-decoupling
and B0 field strength to SNR and parallel imaging performance. Therefore, the transmit-
ter design is covered here only briefly, with its detailed characterization published sep-
arately [74]. A 16-channel transmitter comprising two rows of 8 inductively decoupled
rectangular loops was used [49, 74]. The 2-row design of the transmitter array [49, 75, 76]
has the potential of increasing degrees of freedom in Parallel Transmit (pTx) RF pulse de-
sign especially for Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) control [77–79]. In order to minimize
transmit-receive interaction, the transmitter was actively tuned, i.e. a PIN diode circuitry
was used to tune the transmitter during signal transmission, leaving it off-resonance during
reception. The 10.5T MR scanner is currently operated under an Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) Investigational Device Exemption (IDE) which requires that all RF coils
planned for human use are approved by the FDA. The procedure to obtain necessary ap-
provals for in-vivo human brain imaging using this transmitter together with a receive coil
inserted in it is currently ongoing.
The receiver design and construction involved several steps: (1) two loop simulations
with the primary purpose of verifying and characterizing the self-decoupling concept at
10.5T (discussed in Chapter 2), (2) prototyping an 8-channel subset of the 32-channel re-
ceiver with the primary purpose of assessing noise correlation, (3) building the final 32-
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channel receiver. The later two steps are discussed in the following sections.
3.2.2 The 8-channel prototype
A prototype composed of eight channels, arranged in four rows to be representative of the
final layout, was initially built and tested on the bench prior to measurements both on the
bench and in the 10.5T scanner with the primary purpose of assessing the noise correla-
tion. A 16 AWG silver-coated wire was used to construct the loops. Lumped capacitor
values employed in the loops were 3.3pF, 4.7pF, and 6.8pF. One trimmer capacitor with
a value range of 8-20pF or 2-6pF (SGC3S300NM or SGC3S060NM, Sprague-Goodman,
NY, USA), included inside each loop, was carefully adjusted to decouple the loops in each
row based on their scatter matrix parameters. The values of the larger trimmers were mea-
sured to be in the range of 8.5-15pF after adjustment. The feed board, including the active
detuning circuitry, and the preamplifier board were similar to those presented in a previous
ISMRM abstract [52].
Primarily, these prototype experiments were aimed at addressing the noise correlation
issue. In the initial experiments with the 8 channel receive array prototype, noise correlation
of the prototype was measured to reach a maximum of 0.67. Several experiments aimed
at improving this noise correlation were performed using that prototype both on the bench
(measuring S parameters) and in the MR scanner (measuring the noise correlation matrix)
while modifying the preamplifier positioning and cabling arrangements.
First, the effect of the spacing of preamplifier boards on the noise correlation was in-
vestigated. Two configurations, one with the preamplifiers close to each other and another
with preamplifiers far from each other, were constructed. The noise correlation matrix was
measured in the MR scanner in both configurations. No meaningful difference in noise cor-
relation was observed in these two configurations, ruling out the possibility of interaction
between preamplifier boards (and the baluns at the output of the preamplifiers).
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Second, the effect of cable traps on the noise correlation was investigated. On the
bench, having multiple cable traps on a single coaxial cable would result in the S-parameter
of individual cable traps showing split resonances, which indicated the interaction between
these cable traps. This observation was taken into account while building the 32 channel
receiver by intentionally tuning some of the cable traps slightly off of the resonance fre-
quency of 447MHz, so the traps still provided some suppression at 447MHz but given the
off-resonance tuning, had less of an interaction with each other and with the adjacent loop
elements.
Third, experiments with the routing of coaxial cables feeding the preamplifiers were
aimed at measuring and minimizing the interaction between transmit and receive channels.
Using a single transmit element, the Sij from the transmitter to each of the eight channels of
the prototype was measured on the bench while the coaxial cables feeding the preamplifiers
were moved to position them along the diagonal, edge or center of the single transmit
element. It was observed that routing these coaxials along the center of the transmit element
results in less transmit/receive interaction compared to other configurations.
Overall, these experiments converged on stacking the preamplifiers (on both sides of
planar substrates, as seen in the as-built coil photo), using a single trap at the center of
each coaxial cable, and running these coaxial cables along the center of transmitter loops.
These prototype experiments reduced the noise correlation measured in the MR scanner to
maximum of ∼0.35.
3.2.3 The 32-channel receiver
A close-fitting receive former (helmet) was designed while considering physical constraints
imposed by the transmitter (inner diameter of transmitter is 28.5cm), the dimensions of
which were directed by a 41 cm ID head gradient coil that will be used in the future. The
shape of the former was optimized based on previous helmet designs, numerical model of a
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Figure 3.1: Flattened layout of the 32 channel receiver (approximate dimensions in mm).
human head, and consideration of average range of head sizes. A structure for mechanical
support of the preamplifiers and cables was designed to be mounted as an additional part on
top of the head former. A visual channel at the level of the eyes was designed to accommo-
date the needs of future fMRI studies, which often involve visual stimulus presentation or
eye tracking. The distribution of preamplifier substrates (i.e. 3D printed mounting supports
for the preamplifiers) was driven by cable routing decisions, discussed previously, as well
as preamplifier interactions and directional sensitivity relative to the B0 direction.
The 32Rx receive array is composed of 31 loops, divided into four rows along the
z-axis, and one cloverleaf element covering the top. The layout of the loops, presented
in Figure 3.1, allowed for partial overlap among elements of the different rows (8-10 mm)
and gaps between neighboring loops within each row (5-8 mm); the self-decoupled loops
with gaps in the axial (x-y) plane are included here to provide an SNR advantage compared
to overlapped loops. This results in a high-density receive array designed to rely primarily
on self-decoupling. Each row of loop elements was shifted (by a half loop) compared
to the neighboring rows (i.e. rotated azimuthally in the real coil). This self-decoupled
design substantially reduced the construction complexity that would arise from overlapping
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adjacent loops within each row or using decoupling networks or transformers between loop
elements and contributed to the SNR improvements. Overlap along the z-axis (along the
center of the MR scanner bore) was maintained to further improve SNR via increased
channel density.
A key consideration in designing the layout was a primary focus on the visual cor-
tex, driven by a large array of vision neuroscience projects conducted at CMRR that can
greatly benefit from higher field strength; this, in turn, motivated an increase in density in
the posterior array for the rows that will be facing the occipital lobe, at the expense of a
reduced density at the top (six loops) and bottom (three loops) rows. Loop elements with
the plane of the loop aligned perpendicularly to the z-axis would have compromised sen-
sitivity; therefore, a cloverleaf element, rather than loop elements, was placed at the top
of the coil, resulting in a Poynting vector perpendicular to the z-axis [80]. The cloverleaf
element was composed of two figure-8 (bow-tie shaped) loops placed perpendicular to each
other; the outputs of the figure-8 elements were combined in hardware as a quadrature pair
to form a single receive channel. The as-built receive array is presented in Figure 3.2.
3.2.4 Noise correlation
On the bench, the scatter matrix (Sij) was measured using a calibrated 16-port vector net-
work analyzer (VNA, ZNBT8, Rohde & Schwarz). Bench measurements between all coil
pairs using the 8-channel prototype showed little interaction between elements far from
each other. Therefore, similar Sij bench measurements for the completed 32-channel array
were limited to adjacent coils in the same row or overlapping coils from different rows,
considered to represent worst-case scenarios based on the prototype measurements. Later,
the full noise correlation matrix for the 32-channel receiver was measured in the scanner.
Measurements were done after tuning, matching, and self-decoupling the coils and both
prior to and after adding preamplifiers. Self-decoupling of adjacent loops within each row
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Figure 3.2: Photograph of the 32-channel receiver as built.
provided robust inter-element isolation. Low noise preamplifiers (WMA447A, WanTcom
Inc., Minneapolis, MN) with input impedance of 1.5Ω and noise figure of 0.45dB were
used for preamplifier decoupling. Preamplifiers were mounted on a ground plane which
helped minimize interactions with transmitter/receiver elements and preamp oscillations.
To reflect the actual use case, Sij measurements were done with all receive elements in the
tuned state.
Using the 8-channel prototype, preamplifier interactions and coaxial cable interactions
were investigated to characterize the effects of stacking preamps/coaxial cables close to
each other as well as cable routing. Noise correlation matrices for various cabling, pream-
plifier configurations, and cable trap locations were measured inside the 10.5T MR scanner
with the 8-channel prototype. While we did not observe any improvement in noise cor-
relation by distancing the preamplifier boards from each other, having a single cable trap
at the center of each input coaxial cable improved noise correlation. Furthermore, routing
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the preamplifier input coaxials along the center of transmit loops reduced transmit/receive
interaction.
Coaxial cables were isolated using self-shielded input cable traps to suppress shield-
current-induced noise [81, 82]. Traps were carefully tuned after being installed on pream-
plifier input coaxial cables; however, several cable traps were intentionally tuned slightly
off-resonance to mitigate their interaction with resonant loops of the receiver or transmit-
ter [49]. These input cable traps are resonant structures constructed using a trimmer ca-
pacitor (8-30pF, SGC3S300NM, Sprague-Goodman, NY, USA) soldered to copper tape
wrapped around a dielectric cylinder mounted on the outer conductor of preamplifier in-
put coaxials (with the copper tape soldered to the outer conductor). One further s-matrix
measurement was made with output cable traps detuned to investigate potential crosstalk
between those resonant structures as well.
3.2.5 Transmit-receive interaction
Design of routing paths for preamplifier input coaxial cables was driven by noise correla-
tion and receive-transmit interaction considerations. Coaxial cables may present a signif-
icant conductor barrier to the transmitter. Based on previous experience with loop trans-
mitter designs [50], knowledge of transmit field patterns [74], and prototype experiments
explained above, we observed that collecting coaxial cables in five paths along the z-axis
parallel to the center of the transmit loops would result in minimum Tx/Rx interaction.
Measurements of the receive-transmit interaction were performed both on the bench
and in the scanner. On the bench, scatter matrix parameters of the transmitter were moni-
tored before, during, and after insertion of the receive array, while the receiver was actively
detuned using DC supply to PIN diodes [52] and loaded with a human head shaped phan-
tom. In the scanner, transmit field maps were acquired in two configurations: first, with
the 16-channel transmitter and 32-channel receiver as an ensemble of transmit-only and
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receive-only arrays, second, with the 16-channel transmitter used as a transceiver in the ab-
sence of the 32-channel receiver. Relative transmit B+1 maps were acquired using a small
flip angle multi-slice Gradient Echo (GRE) sequence with magnitude images from sequen-
tial single channel transmissions normalized by their sum [83]. Absolute transmitB+1 maps
were then generated by normalizing relative transmit maps by sin (α (~r)) where α (~r) is the
actual flip angle as a function of spatial coordinate (~r) obtained via 3D GRE Actual Flip
Angle Imaging (AFI) acquisitions obtained with all channels transmitting [83–85]. Abso-
lute transmit field maps were acquired both with and without the receive array in place,
with the transmitter used as a 16-channel transceiver when the 32-channel receive array
was not inserted.
3.2.6 SNR and g-factor
Data acquisition
Data were acquired on a 10.5T MRI (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) system
using a phantom with relative permittivity εr ' 47.25, conductivity σ ' 0.65S/m at 447
MHz as measured with a DAKS-12 (SPEAG, Zürich, Switzerland) to approximate human
brain tissue properties [61]. All SNR measurements were replicated two times, once with
the 16Tx/32Rx coil described above at 10.5T, then with an industry-standard 1Tx/32Rx
coil (Nova Medical Inc., Wilmington, MA) at 7T using protocols, acquisition parameters,
setups, and data analysis pipelines similar to those at 10.5T.
Relative transmit field maps were obtained using a series of small flip angle multi-
slice gradient echo (2D GRE) sequences, pulsing on one transmit channel at a time [83,
86]. Typical sequence parameters were seven 5 mm thick axial slices (with center slice
being isocenter), TR=100ms, TE=3.5ms, Flip Angle (FA)=10°, pixel bandwidth = 300
Hz/pixel. AFI [85] maps were acquired (3D, TR=75ms, TE=2.0ms, nominal FA=50°)
with all channel transmitting together. SNR data were acquired at approximately fully
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relaxed longitudinal magnetization, with a multi-slice GRE sequence, with TR=7000ms-
10000ms, TE=3.5ms, FA=80°, pixel bandwidth = 300 Hz/pixel. This was followed by
a noise scan which was identical to the SNR sequence except for FA=0° (no RF pulse),
TR=70-100ms [87]. When measuring AFI maps for SNR normalization at 10.5T, a 16Tx,
circularly polarized (CP-like) transmit field B+1 phase shim setting was calculated for the
16 transmit channels allowing for acceptable B+1 efficiency over a large fraction of the
phantom [71, 88].
SNR and g-factor calculations
The noise correlation matrix was calculated based on complex noise data (obtained in the
absence of RF pulsing) and used to decorrelate the SNR data before they were combined
using root sum-of-square method [25, 63]. In the steady state, signal intensity in a GRE se-
quence is proportional to ρ (1− E1) (sin θ) / (1− E1 cos θ)E2 where ρ represents proton
density, E1 = exp(−TR/T1), E2 = exp(−TE/T ∗2 ) and θ is the spatially varying, voltage-
normalized actual flip angle. With TR  T1 it follows that E1  1 which results in
SNR ∝ ρ sin (θ)E2. SNR maps were normalized by sin (θ) derived from AFI maps, voxel
size, number of acquisitions, number of samples along the read-out and phase-encoding
directions, and bandwidth to make SNR calculations comparable across experiments [84].
SNR ratios were further normalized by T ∗2 values which were measured at 34ms and 28ms
at 7T and 10.5T, respectively. The noise figure from receiver chain of the MR scanners
(excluding RF coil and preamplifiers) was not reflected in these calculations. Noise am-
plification in accelerated images was quantified in terms of g-factor [35] and calculated as






where R is the acceleration factor and SNRR is the acceler-
ated SNR calculated based on fully sampled acquisitions that were retrospectively under-
sampled. In order to be able to compare g-factor numbers of the 10.5-32Rx presented
here with previously published [1] g-factors of 7T-32Rx and 7T-64Rx, the same acquisi-
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tion and post-processing pipeline used for 7T-32Rx and 7T-64Rx were maintained in our
experiments with the 10.5T-32Rx.
3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Receiver noise correlation and Tx/Rx interaction
The inter-element isolation was measured prior to preamplifier decoupling as S21 at the
resonance frequency of 447 MHz; these values were on average in the range of 11-12dB
for self-decoupled adjacent coils in the same row, 12-15dB for partially-overlapped coils
from different rows and in the range of 20-30dB for distant neighbors, demonstrating ef-
fective self-decoupling of the 32-channel receive array without the need for overlap in each
row, explicit transformer decoupling, or unbalanced capacitive distribution. Preamplifier
decoupling further reduced crosstalk between receive array elements to negative 35-40dB.
The noise correlation matrix measured inside the 10.5T MR scanner resulted in maxi-
mum noise correlation of 0.37 (Figure 3.3). We attribute this to the novel self-decoupling
technique, experimentally optimized cable routing (relative to transmit elements to mini-
mize shield-current-induced noise and transmit field distortion) and cable trap locations (to
minimize trap interference with receive element resonances).
Figure 3.4 shows power-normalized transmit field maps (in µT/
√
W ) measured in the
10.5T scanner using the 16-channel transmitter with and without insertion of the 32Rx re-
ceive array, with the phases of the different channels on the transmitter set so as to generate
a circularly polarized B+1 field, which results in the center bright B
+
1 maps [71]. These
maps demonstrated less than 10% distortion of the transmit field upon inserting the receive
array; as such, characterizing the limited transmit field change following the insertion of
the receive array. This characterization allows for streamlining safety validation studies
by obviating the need for inclusion of the receive array in electromagnetic simulations of
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Figure 3.3: Experimental noise correlation map for the 10.5T-32Rx receiver demonstrating effective
decoupling of receive elements (maximum noise correlation is 0.37).
SAR.
3.3.2 SNR and g-factor
Figure 3.5 illustrates experimental unaccelerated SNR comparisons in axial slices obtained
with identical protocol, experimental setups, and analysis pipeline using a 32-channel re-
ceiver at 7T (7T-32Rx) and a 32-channel receiver at 10.5T (10.5T-32Rx). The phantom
and Region of Interest (ROI)s used for SNR comparison are depicted in Figure 3.6. SNR
comparisons were made by averaging over a central region and a peripheral region defined
by a circular boundary at depth “d” into the phantom (Figure 3.6b). Table 3.1 presents the
SNR ratios for various peripheral versus central segmentations parametrized by the depth
“d” of the central/peripheral boundary. SNR comparison demonstrated 1.46 times central
and 2.08 times peripheral SNR gains at 10.5T with d = 20 mm. Figure 3.6c provides unac-
celerated 3D (axial, coronal, sagittal) SNR comparisons between 10.5T-32Rx and 7T-32Rx
in the central slices.
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Figure 3.4: Comparing experimental normalized transmit field maps of (left) 10.5T-16Tx used as
transceiver without the presence of 32Rx versus (center) 10.5T-16Tx/32Rx, with (right) the percent
difference demonstrating the effect of Rx insertion to be limited to 10%.
Figure 3.5: Comparing normalized SNR of the 10.5T-32rx (top row) and industry standard 7T-32rx
(bottom row) on eight axial slices. Local defects (the crescent-shaped signal loss in first three slices
from right) are due to specific transmit B1 shim. The dark center (in the first two slices from right)




Figure 3.6: (a) Phantom cross section; the cylindrical tube is an oil reference. (b) axial cross section
showing the central versus peripheral regions demarcated by d, depth into the sample. (c) comparing





Depth (d, mm) Peripheral SNR ratio Central SNR ratio Overall Average
SNR ratio
30 1.95 1.44 1.81
25 2.00 1.46 1.81
20 2.08 1.46 1.81
15 2.25 1.47 1.81
10 2.58 1.47 1.81
Table 3.1: Ratio of the average 10.5T-32Rx SNR divided by average 7T-32Rx SNR for various
values of d (peripheral vs central boundary, delineated in Figure 3.6b).
The overall average SNR gain using the 10.5T-32Rx was 81% compared to the 7T-
32Rx. Expressed as an exponent n of the static magnetic field strength (i.e. as Bn0 ), the
overall average n ' 1.5, and in the periphery n ' 1.8 (using SNR ratios for d=20 mm).
This enhanced SNR is primarily attributed to higher static magnetic field B0 strength as
well as noise mitigation and SNR advantages provided by the self-decoupling method (see
Table 2.2). The less-than-expected SNR gains at the center are probably due to smaller loop
sizes and non-overlapping loops employed in self-decoupling, resulting in lower density
of azimuthally distributed coverage. For a given row of azimuthally distributed loops,
overlapping the loops would lead to either a larger number of loops (when loop size is
equal to the self-decoupled design), or radially larger loops (when loop count is equal to
the self-decoupled design). Both cases may produce a stronger receive B1 field in the
central regions.
The performance of the 10.5T-32Rx in 2D accelerated acquisitions can be compared
with the 7T-32Rx in terms of g-factors (presented in Table 3.2). The mean inverse g-factor
of the 10.5T-32Rx (1/g = 0.69) is 18% more than mean inverse g-factor of the 7T-32Rx
(1/g = 0.59) for 4x4 acceleration.
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g-factor Inverse g-factor
10.5T-32Rx Mean 1.44 Mean 0.69
Max 1.8 Min 0.56
7T-64Rx Mean 1.3 Mean 0.77
Max 1.9 Min 0.53
7T-32Rx Mean 1.7 Mean 0.59
Max 2.7 Min 0.37
Table 3.2: Comparing g-factor values for 4x4 2D accelerated acquisitions using 10.5T-32Rx with
g-factor values for 7T-64Rx and 7T-32Rx [1].
3.4 DISCUSSION
Previous studies have shown that ultimate intrinsic SNR increases with the magnetic field
magnitude [27, 41, 65]; the use of high density receive arrays is necessary at UHF to
approach ultimate intrinsic SNR [30] available at ultra-high fields and capitalize on the
acceleration potential of ultra-high field MRI. However, capturing these potential gains
experimentally with increasing number of channels in UHF also depends in the execution
of the RF coil array, both in accelerated and unaccelerated imaging. As such, strategies for
mitigating interelement coupling and receiver noise play a critical role.
The effort presented here is the first implementation of the self-decoupling method in a
3D conformal, high density 32-channel receive-only array for human brain imaging, albeit
in this case it was done for the very high frequency of 447 MHz. Our data confirms Yan
et al.’s [46] suggestion that in high-density, 3D conformal receive arrays, self-decoupling
can be paired with preamplifier decoupling to improve inter-element isolation. Importantly
we demonstrate that the combination of higher frequency (447MHz), smaller loop sizes
appropriate for a 32-channel receiver and distributed inductance of such loops being in the
range required for self-decoupling, can be exploited to achieve acceptable inter-element
isolation with a more uniform capacitive distribution at 447MHz. The resulting approach
improves the RSOS of magnitudes of receive fields substantially, and results in better noise-
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correlation-weighted SNR compared to overlapped decoupling.
Experimental noise correlation matrix demonstrated effective inter-element receiver de-
coupling which is indicative of promising potential for parallel imaging. Indeed, the array
provided substantially improved parallel imaging performance at 10.5T compared to a 32-
channel industry standard RF coil operating at 7T, and comparable to a 64-channel array
at 7T (Table 3.2). It is not possible to distinguish if the gains are primarily because of the
coil design and inter-element decoupling approach employed or reflect the gains expected
from going to a very high magnetic field [27, 29, 40]. Nevertheless, the approach employed
has enabled the realization of the anticipated gains in parallel imaging performance at UHF
that push the electromagnetic operating regime toward the far field domain.
We anticipate that at ultra-high frequencies (447 MHz and higher) the self-decoupling
strategy will significantly simplify future high density receive array design and construction
as it obviates practical complexities of common decoupling techniques. In addition, the re-
ceive array as constructed was shown to result in limited transmit field distortion following
insertion into a complex, 16-channel transmitter. This will facilitate the electromagnetic
simulation effort for specific absorption rate and regulatory validation by accounting for
the small impact of the receive array by including it in a safety margin when calculating
the maximal allowable power use. Furthermore, limited receiver-transmitter interaction
should enable an interchangeable coil setup where a single transmitter can be used with
32-channel, 64-channel, and 128-channel receivers.
Peripheral and central SNR gains presented here in comparison to 7T confirm the ex-
pected gains for ultra-high field imaging targeting the human head [23, 27, 65, 89, 90];
however, consistent quantitative comparisons are difficult to make. In EM simulations, it is
generally reported that the gains in ultimate intrinsic SNR are supralinear with field magni-
tude in the center of the head [27, 65, 89], all suggesting approximately quadratic increases
with field magnitude. In the periphery, however findings are not so consistent; Wiesinger et.
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al. [27] still predict supralinear gains in the periphery but other studies predict linear [65]
or even less [89]. In part, the discrepancies may emerge from the particular human head
model, or approximations of the human head employed, physical locations of the current
distribution relative to the model, and the ROI’s over which the ultimate intrinsic SNR was
averaged. Irrespective of the quantitative differences, however, the afore mentioned studies
predict supralinear gains with field magnitude averaged over the brain, approximately in
agreement with B1.650 dependence experimentally reported by Pohmann et. al. [23]. The
results from our 7T and 10.5T comparison agrees with this general conclusion. However,
the gains we measured were less than quadratic overall, while they were quadratic in the
peripheral ROI. In interpreting these results, it must be realized that different receive array
designs can lead to different SNR gain distributions and may have different degree of suc-
cess in capturing the ultimate intrinsic SNR in different regions of the object being imaged;
this will impact comparisons between two different coils at two different field strengths.
Moreover, that the implementation of a real coil can deviate significantly from the mod-
eling efforts, especially of ultimate intrinsic SNR. Compared to simulations of ultimate
intrinsic SNR, the proximity of the coil elements to the object is not uniform, nor is the
size of the coils employed. While we demonstrate that the self-decoupling approach is an
improvement in capturing SNR compared to the overlapped-decoupling method when both
methods employ equal numbers of geometrically identical loops, an overlapped design al-
lowing for larger loops covering the same surface area may potentially improve central
SNR. There are also other potential noise sources, such as imperfect preamplifier decou-
pling which can lead to the preamplifier noise being propagated back into receive loops.
This work is a significant milestone also towards building 64-channel and 128-channel
receiver arrays for human brain imaging at 10.5T. It has turned into the benchmark for
comparison of future 10.5T receive arrays [91]. It is fully anticipated that scaling up to a
128-channel design will pose additional challenges in noise mitigation, preamplifier design,
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and receiver-transmitter interactions. However, expected SNR and parallel imaging gains
provide strong rationale and impetus to address such challenges.
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CHAPTER 4
64-CHANNEL RECEIVE ARRAY AT 447MHZ
Finally - coil looks fabulous!!
Andrea Grant - Dec 13, 2020.
The successful experience of building the 32-channel receiver was a milestone in efforts
towards higher density receive arrays. The next logical step was building a 64-channel re-
ceiver, to investigate SNR gains compared to the 32-channel array, especially at the periph-
ery of the brain. Discussing the plausible gains of higher density receivers as a function
of channel count, Keil and Wald wrote in 2013, “it remains to be seen that this factor
(
√
Nch) is enough to overcome the steep drop-off of the smaller surface coils as a function
of depth” [32]. The results of this chapter are a step in the direction of resolving their point.
Part of the materials in this chapter were published in [2].
4.1 INTRODUCTION
As mentioned before, signal-to-noise ratio and parallel imaging advantages of ultra-high
field MRI are beneficial to extensive clinical and research applications. Radiofrequency
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Figure 4.1: Flattened layout of the 64 channel receiver (approximate dimensions in mm).
receive arrays are an integral requirement of realizing those advantages.
In my previous works [3, 55], I built a 10.5T 32-channel receiver (10.5T-32Rx) and
compared it with an industry-standard (Nova Medical Inc. Wilmington, MA) 32-channel
array operating at 7T and demonstrated the expected SNR and PI gains at the higher oper-
ating frequency of 447MHz. Here, we extend the previous work in several ways, most no-
tably by scaling the principle of self-decoupling to a 64-channel receiver at 10.5T /447MHz
for the first time, and present a novel 10.5T 64-channel receive array (10.5T-64Rx) and
demonstrate further significant SNR gains compared to our previous receive array (10.5T-
32rx).
4.2 METHODS
The 64 channel receive array was built using self-decoupling [46] between azimuthally
distributed elements of each row (there are six rows of loops). While there was overlap
between rows along the z-direction (B0 direction), the elements within each row did not
use overlap or inductive decoupling. Figure 4.1 shows the coil layout. Preamplifier decou-
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pling [3, 25] was used to further improve the receiver array noise correlation. Cable traps
were incorporated to suppress shield-current-induced noise on preamplifier input coaxial
cables. Figure 4.2 presents the as-built photograph of the 64-channel receive array.
A 16-channel dual row loop transmitter was used in combination with the receive ar-
rays [74] (both the 64 channel and the 32 channel receivers can slide in and out of this 16
channel transmitter). The phantom used in the SNR measurements was the same light-bulb
phantom used in the previous chapter (Figure 3.6a).
As discussed in Section 3.4, the preamplifier decoupling of the 32-channel receiver
could be improved. In the 32rx, preamplifier decoupling relied on perfect quarter wave-
length impedance transformation. This, of course, was challenging in practice as small in-
accuracies in coaxial cable length would substantially affect preamplifier decoupling qual-
ity. In the 64-channel receiver, the preamplifier board was revised in multiple ways, in-
cluding the incorporation of a variable capacitor at the preamp input to adjust phase which
allowed fine-tuning of preamplifier decoupling1. The feed board of the 64rx elements was
also revised to incorporate two diodes for improved preamplifier protection and receiver
detuning during transmit2,3.
Identical protocols were used in both experimental measurements (with the 64 and 32
channel receivers). AFI [85] maps were acquired and SNR acquisitions were approximately
fully relaxed (TR  T1) transverse multi-slice GRE sequences. Details of our experimental
protocol used to calculate SNR are discussed in Chapter 3 and published previously [3]. It
1Another practical improvement of the preamplifier board was adding RF chokes and redistributing them
on the board to shorten the conductor path that could carry current.
2The structural integrity of the 64rx was also improved via several modifications to the former.
3As a side note, the logistical challenges of building a 64 channel receive array are also remarkable.
Upgrading the interface of the MR scanner to support a 64 channel receive array was one such challenge.
Construction complexity affecting the quality of the final coil was another. Learning from the experience of
the 32-channel receiver, the preamplifier substrates were redesigned to be dismountable. This allowed for a
modular construction where the output cabling of the preamplifiers was built and tested previous to mounting
them on the 64-channel receive former. This reduced complexity is important as it allows for better access,
extensive testing, and therefore a more reliable coil requiring less maintenance. There are also unresolved
debates on design details. For instance, while I used traps on the preamplifier boards at their output to prevent
shield currents on output cables, shielding these traps may reduce their interaction.
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Figure 4.2: As built photograph of the 64 channel 10.5T receive array for human brain imaging.
should be noted that SNR calculations presented here are normalized for flip angle, voxel
size, and bandwidth. Since the same MR scanner, field strength and phantom were used in
both experiments, noise figure of the receive chain and T ∗2 time constants were considered
similar.
4.3 RESULTS
Figure 4.3 shows the experimental noise correlation measured at the scanner. Maximum
(off diagonal) noise correlation was 0.31, corroborating the effectiveness of self-decoupling
in achieving inter-element isolation. Figure 4.4 presents a comparison between the SNR of
the 64 channel receiver and 32 channel receiver over axial slices. The 64 channel receiver
provides higher SNR both at the periphery and center (the dark center in the left two slices
is an oil reference). Figure 4.5 provides the SNR comparison in the central axial, sagittal
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Figure 4.3: Experimental noise correlation matrix of the 64-channel receive array.
and coronal slices of 3D SNR data sets. These figures demonstrate, qualitatively, the gain
in SNR using the higher channel count receiver. While the gain in the periphery is most
noticeable, the SNR in the central ROI has also improved.
Table 4.1 presents a quantitative comparison of SNR averaged over the entire phantom
for various values of d, depth into the phantom measured from the surface, and delineates
the boundary between peripheral and central ROIs as shown in Figure 3.6b. The 64-channel
receiver provides 1.95 times more overall SNR on average, with 2.41x and 1.55x SNR gains
at the peripheral and central ROIs (when the boundary between the peripheral and central
ROIs is at 20mm from the phantom surface).
4.4 DISCUSSION
We present the successful design and construction of a 64-channel receive array for hu-
man brain imaging at 10.5T. The receive array takes advantage of preamplifier and self-
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Figure 4.4: Experimental SNR comparison between the 64-channel 10.5T receive array (top row)
and the 32-channel 10.5T receive array (bottom row) at 7 axial slices.
Figure 4.5: 3D SNR comparison between the 64-channel 10.5T receive array (right column) and
32-channel 10.5T receive array (left column) in the central axial, sagittal, and coronal slices.
Depth (d, mm) Peripheral SNR ratio Central SNR ratio Overall Average
SNR ratio
30 2.18 1.51 1.95
25 2.28 1.52 1.95
20 2.41 1.55 1.95
15 2.59 1.61 1.95
10 2.62 1.76 1.95
Table 4.1: Experimental SNR ratios (average 64-channel snr divided by 32-channel snr). Depth d
marks the boundary between the peripheral and central ROIs and measures the width of the periph-
eral ROI from the phantom surface.
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decoupling principles and lays the groundwork for our future higher density receivers by
mitigating the requirement of overlap or inductive decoupling. Whereas overlap/inductive
receive array decoupling could be practically prohibitive for building 100+ channel receive
arrays, our progress with self-decoupling receive arrays is an important development in
that direction. The lessons learnt from the successful implementation of the 64 channel re-
ceiver have informed the design of CMRR’s 128 channel receiver for human brain imaging
at 10.5T.
Looking back at Keil and Wald’s question mentioned at the start of this chapter, our
results show over 1.5 times SNR gain at the central ROI (Table 4.1), using the 64-channel
receiver compared to the 32-channel receiver. First, looking at Figure 3 from Keil’s pa-
per [32], it should be noted that they attributed their reported SNR gains to “tighter fitting
geometries” of higher density receivers. In contrast, the two receive arrays compared in this
chapter are built on identical formers (i.e. have identical geometries); therefore, SNR gains
reported here cannot be explained by variations in coil-to-sample distance. Second, the
two coils presented here employ similar layouts (with self-decoupling and overlap); so coil
design variations (which often make coil comparisons complicated) are not a contributing
factor here. Given that the elements of the 64rx are indeed significantly smaller than the
32rx elements, and that the average central gain of 1.51 is more than
√
64/32, it seems that
the
√
Nch factor can in practice overcome the steep SNR drop-off of smaller loop elements.
While the maximum noise correlation of CMRR’s existing 7T-64rx is 0.67 [1], the
maximum noise correlation of the 10.5T-64rx presented here is 0.31, both measured with
a noise scan at the MR scanner. Given the preamplifier noise increases linearly with the
field strength (and for a host of other reasons), decoupling is generally more challenging
at higher frequencies (see for example [32, 54]). The more challenging yet reduced noise
correlation can be attributed to design improvements, including the use of self-decoupling
instead of overlap. The 7T-64rx has on-coil preamplifiers - with preamplifier output cables
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passing along the input of other preamplifiers, potentially contributing to noise correlation
- whereas the 10.5T-64rx has off-coil preamplifiers with careful cable routing and traps
aimed at mitigating noise correlation.
There exist synergies between ultrahigh fields and high density receive arrays (specifi-
cally in terms of the parallel imaging and SNR gains at ultra-high field and the role of high
density receivers in achieving these gains, see Chapter 1 and, for instance, discussion in
Ugurbil et al. [1] and references therein). In agreement with this synergy, our results con-
firm previous expectations of SNR gains using higher density receivers at ultra-high fields.
Previous simulations had indicated that using higher density of receive channels improves
the SNR and would be especially advantageous in the peripheral regions of the brain. Our




GANS FOR PARALLEL IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
The goals we should be pursuing aren’t
immediately evident to us.
Michael L. Littman
While the previous chapters pursued SNR gains using better hardware, this chapter is
attempting the same objective from the reconstruction front. As discussed in Chapter 1,
parallel imaging techniques (empowered by the high density receive arrays mentioned so
far) come at the expense of noise amplification. Here we use a data-driven deep learning
method for reconstruction of undersampled acquisitions to mitigate noise amplification.
The materials in this chapter were published in [92].
5.1 INTRODUCTION
MRI is a prevalent non-invasive medical imaging technique with various clinical and re-
search applications. A major advantage of MRI is its potentially high resolution; however,
MRI generally requires lengthy acquisition times to achieve high resolution images. Un-
dersampling the MR signal (obtained in frequency domain a.k.a. k-space) is a method to
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accelerate such time-consuming acquisitions. Parallel imaging refers to the methods used
for reconstructing MR images from undersampled k-space signal. Generally, parallel image
reconstruction techniques take advantage of the additional encoding information obtained
using (ideally independent) elements of a receiver array and/or mathematical properties of
the frequency domain signal to compensate for the loss of information due to the under-
sampling. Nevertheless, consequences of that information loss generally detract from the
quality of the images reconstructed from undersampled k-space.
The aim of improving the undersampled reconstructions can be pursued from multiple
different angles. While an extensive review of all such research efforts is beyond the scope
of this article, we still mention a few relevant works in each line of research to provide
context for the current paper. In terms of hardware, there has been significant effort in the
MR research community to improve the sensors used to acquire the signal (radio-frequency
coils) to reduce noise and noise correlation between different channels or to take advantage
of additional receive channels (e.g. [3, 32, 50, 51, 74]). There has been a wider variety
of advancements in the post-processing front. SENSE [35] and GRAPPA [36] are two
of the primary methods for parallel MR image reconstruction. GRAPPA tries to estimate
the missing k-space signal but it inherently suffers from noise-amplification. Generally,
the k-space undersampling comes at the expense of aliasing in reconstruction. Several
variations and extensions to SENSE and GRAPPA have been proposed which primarily
rely on regularization to suppress noise-amplification. Compressed-sensing also relies on
non-linear optimization of randomly undersampled k-space data, assuming the data is com-
pressible [42]. Compressed sensing MRI generally utilizes total variation, wavelet/cosine
transforms, or dictionary learning as sparse representations of the naturally compressible
MR images.
More recently, side effects of existing techniques (noise amplification, staircase arti-
facts of total variation, block artifacts of wavelets, relatively long reconstruction time of
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iterative optimization techniques, etc) and the advent of public MR image datasets have
encouraged researchers to look into deep learning techniques which have often outper-
formed conventional regularization and/or optimization-based techniques in various appli-
cations, including variants of the undersampled image reconstruction problem (e.g. [43,
93]). Among the promising literature, several works have used generative adversarial net-
works [44, 94] to reconstruct undersampled images. Yang et al. [95] proposed a GAN to
address the aliasing artifact resulting from the sub-Nyquist sampling rate. Their proposed
architecture used a pretrained network to extract an abstract feature representation from the
reconstruction and enforce consistency with the target in that feature level. Murugesan et
al. [96] and Emami et al. [97] used context dependent/attention-guided GAN which has a
feedback loop back to the generator input providing information focusing on local devia-
tions from tissue. Mardani et al. [98] and Deora et al. [99] used residual skip connections
inside each convolutional block of their generator. It is noteworthy that Mardani suggests
the discriminator outputs can be used to focus on sensitive anatomies. Dar et al. [100] also
used perceptual priors in their multi-contrast reconstruction GAN. The above mentioned
studies using GANs have demonstrated enhanced performance compared to state of the art
compressed sensing and other parallel imaging reconstruction techniques. However, one of
the primary critiques of GAN-based reconstruction is the suggestion that GANs are prone
to hallucination (see for example [98]).
Here, we propose a novel method for reconstruction of undersampled/accelerated MRI
images that combines GRAPPA and GAN to further improve the reconstruction quality by
building on our proof-of-principle demonstration [101]. Our primary contributions include:
• we propose a combination of GRAPPA and GAN to address noise amplification,
• in addition to the adversarial losses, we include data-consistency and perceptual fea-
ture level loss for artifact removal.
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Figure 5.1: Equidistant k-space undersampling with random position of the first k-space line, keep-
ing the central k-space fully-sampled (ACS lines used for GRAPPA). From left to right: fully sam-
pled, subsampled with R=4, subsampled with R=8.
5.2 METHODS
5.2.1 Undersampling scheme
The original data is fully sampled in k-space, allowing for comparison of undersampled re-
constructions with a fully-sampled ground truth reconstruction. Various undersampling
schemes have been used in the literature, with uniform random subsampling, equidis-
tant random subsampling, and Gaussian random subsampling being the primary schemes.
Given that our dataset (discussed in more detail shortly) is composed of 2D axial slices,
our analysis uses only 1D subsampling along the phase encoding direction. Here, we have
used equidistant random subsampling while maintaining a fraction of the k-space lines
at the center of the k-space fully-sampled, as is customary in the MRI literature and re-
quired for GRAPPA reconstruction. Equidistant random undersampling means that while
the k-space is subsampled equidistantly, the location of the first k-space line is selected at
random. For an acceleration rate (or subsampling ratio) of R=4, 8% of k-space lines were
preserved at the center and for R=8, 4% of the k-space lines were preserved at the center.
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the subsampling scheme in k-space.
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5.2.2 Reconstruction method
Details of GRAPPA implementations have been included in various publications [36].
Briefly, GRAPPA uses linear shift-invariant convolutions in k-space. Convolutional ker-
nels were learned from a fully sampled subset at the center of k-space (auto-calibration
signal or ACS lines) constrained by a Tikhonov regularization term and then used to in-
terpolate skipped k-space lines using multi-channel (receive array) raw data. We did a
GRAPPA root-sum-of-squares reconstruction of the undersampled, multi channel1 image
prior to feeding it to the GAN. In a generic GAN, a generator network (G : m → m̂)





L(θD, θG) = E[logD(m̂)] + E[log(1−D(G(m )))],
where the generator learns the mapping from the GRAPPA reconstruction of the undersam-
pled image, m , to its prediction, m̂, of the target, fully sampled image, m. Note that the
GAN is learning in image domain (not the frequency domain).
In essence, first, regularized GRAPPA is used to fill-in the missing k-space lines. Then,
2D discrete fast Fourier transform is performed to reconstruct individual images of individ-
ual coils. A root-sum-of-squares reconstruction, m , of the individual magnitude images
from individual coils is then used as the input to the generator. The generator learns to pre-
dict the ground-truth given this subsampled reconstruction while the discriminator learns
to classify / distinguish between generator-reconstructed images and ground-truth images.
The GAN was composed of a generator (a UNET [102]) and a discriminator (a convo-
lutional neural network used as a binary classifier). The network architecture is depicted
symbolically in Figure 5.2. The UNET consisted of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder
was composed of blocks of batch normalization [103], 2D convolution, and leakyReLu,
interleaved by max pooling to down-sample the images. Each one of these blocks had
1The term “channel” in the MRI context refers to the number of sensors or coils used in image acquisition,
whereas in the deep learning context, it is used interchangeably with number of kernels or filters.
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Figure 5.2: Symbolic network architecture. The UNET consisted of five levels, starting with 64
channels at the first layer. Kernel size used for 2D convolutions was 3x3 (in both R=4 and R=8 ex-
periments, due to computational limitations). The InceptionV3 network was pretrained on ImageNet
and used to extract and compare features from the generator output and target image. Each convo-
lution block of the UNET consisted of three layers of convolution, batch normalization, leakyRelu
interleaved with resnet-type skip connections.
three convolutional/activation layers with in-block (resnet type) skip connections passing
the information derived at earlier layers to the features computed at later layers. The de-
coder was composed of similar normalization, convolution, leakyReLu blocks interleaved
by transpose 2D convolutions for up-sampling. Skip connections were used to add high-
level feature representations of the encoding path to elements of the decoding path. The
original implementation in [102] learns a prediction of the image, however, we included a
skip connection from the input of the encoder to be added to the output of the decoder, so
that the UNET is learning the residual (difference). Residual learning (compared to learn-
ing the full reconstruction task) proved to be a less challenging task, requiring less model
complexity. Furthermore, the addition of the in-block skips noticeably improved perfor-
mance results. Depth of the UNET was five levels, with the top level limited to 64 kernels
at most (due to hardware limitations) and 3x3 convolutional kernels.
The discriminator was topped with a dense layer and sigmoid activation appropriate
for the binary classification of images (classifying generator reconstructions versus ground
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truth) using binary cross entropy loss. In addition to the typical generator GAN loss (bi-
nary cross entropy of the discriminator judgment of generator output compared with ones,
or − log[D(m̂)]), the generator loss was conditioned on a weighted sum of L1 and L2 loss
terms comparing generator output with target reconstruction, a data-consistency loss term
comparing the output and ground truth in spatial frequency domain (k-space), and an in-
ception loss, comparing the InceptionV3 [104] feature representation of generator output
and ground truth. Overall, this results in,
L(θG) = log(D(m̂)) + λ1L1(m̂,m) + λ2L2(m̂,m)+
λDCL1(F(m̂),F(m)) + λfL2(I(m̂), I(m))
(5.1)
where F is the Fourier transform that maps the images to frequency domain, and I is the
Inception network used to extract features. Note that the Inception network was pretrained
on ImageNet [105] and locked (no weight updates) during training. In other words, the
InceptionV3 network was used only to calculate a perceptual loss [106], that is to evaluate
the performance of the generator (or to accentuate feature level irregularities of generator
reconstruction), not as part of the generator’s architecture, and need not be used in deploy-
ment. In the absence of the Inception feature loss, the L1-L2 loss would focus on pixel
level similarity, which is useful in improving the performance metrics (discussed shortly),
but leaves noticeable residual aliasing artifacts in the reconstruction. The focus on fea-
ture loss (at later epochs of training) helped resolve these residual aliasing artifacts. The
addition of the frequency domain data consistency loss helped capture the higher spatial
frequency details of the anatomy.
5.2.3 Dataset
The data used in this work were obtained from the NYU fastMRI Initiative database, with
detailed descriptions of the datasets published previously in [37, 38]. In the present study,
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we used multi-coil, multi-slice human brain images from the fastMRI dataset. As this
dataset includes a variety of real-world acquisitions (with different MR scanners, protocols,
artifacts, contrasts, radio-frequency coils, etc) and because variation in each of these factors
(especially the number of coils) would cause significant variation in the results, we selected
a subset of the dataset limited to images acquired with 16 receive coils2. This removed a
parameter that would otherwise significantly affect variance in results and therefore, made
result interpretation more straightforward. Other than number of coils, and ensuring no
subject overlap between train/validation/test sets, no other constraint was imposed on the
multi-coil human dataset. The original data were fully sampled. The accelerations (sub-
sampling) were imposed as post-processing steps.
5.2.4 Evaluation metrics
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM) were used to assess
the performance [107]. The reconstructions were compared with a ground truth, defined as
root-sum-of-squares reconstruction of fully sampled k-space data from individual channels.
PSNR was calculated as −20 log 10(RMSE/L) where RMSE is the root-mean-square
error and L is the dynamic range. SSIM was calculated as (2µxµy+c1)(2σxy+c2)
(µ2x+µ2y+c1)(σ2x+σ2y+c2)
using an
11x11 Gaussian filter of width 1.5 and c1, c2 of 0.01, 0.03 respectively.
5.2.5 Training and implementation details
Individual loss terms were normalized to be on similar scales. Training started with a focus
on L1 similarity, with λ1 = 120, λ2 = 30, λDC = 0, λf = 0. Midway through training
(30 to 50 epochs), the weight balance of L1-L2 loss gradually changed to λ1 = 30, λ2 =
120. After 100 epochs, the focus shifted to feature loss and data consistency loss while
maintaining the L1-L2 weights, with λDC = 30, λf = 100.
2The choice of “16” was because it was the largest subset of the dataset and it was appropriate for an
acceleration factor of R=4, and still reasonable for R=8.
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Table 5.1: Comparing average performance results for different 1D acceleration factors (R) with
regularized GRAPPA and GAN.
R=4 R=8
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
GRAPPA 33.88 0.84 22.45 0.51
GAN 37.65 0.93 29.64 0.84
The GAN was trained using 100 subjects (1600 axial slices) while the validation and
test dataset each included an additional 100 subjects, without any subject overlap between
the three subsets. An Adam optimizer [108] with a customized learning rate schedule was
used. Custom python scripts were used for GRAPPA and GAN implementations, with the
GAN implemented using TensorFlow 2.2 / Keras. The network was trained for 200 epochs
using one NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.
5.3 RESULTS
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 present a qualitative comparison between reconstructions using
regularized GRAPPA and GPGAN. As presented in Table 5.1, with an acceleration factor
of R=4, regularized GRAPPA resulted in PSNR=33.88dB and SSIM=0.84. The GAN im-
proved the results to PSNR=37.65dB and SSIM=0.93. The average root-mean-square error
reduced from 0.021 to 0.013 for R=4 and from 0.075 to 0.033 for R=8, using GRAPPA
and GAN, respectively. The increase in SSIM is due to reduced standard deviation (σx)
of the GAN reconstruction, suggesting a higher statistical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR ∝
mean(signal) / std(noise)) using GAN.
5.4 DISCUSSION
While the primary purpose of the proposed technique is reconstruction of sub-sampled k-
space (i.e. addressing the aliasing artifact), the fully sampled dataset was contaminated with
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Figure 5.3: Comparing reconstruction quality at acceleration factor R=4. Left: ground truth (fully
sampled root-sum-of-squares reconstruction); center: regularized GRAPPA reconstruction (uniform
undersampling, 8% ACS lines); right: GAN reconstruction.
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Figure 5.4: Comparing reconstruction quality at acceleration factor R=8. Left: ground truth (fully
sampled root-sum-of-squares reconstruction); center: regularized GRAPPA reconstruction (uniform
undersampling, 4% ACS lines); right: GAN reconstruction.
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other common real-world artifacts (Gibbs artifacts, motion artifacts, etc.) which were often
mitigated in the final GAN reconstruction. Figure 5.5 demonstrates artifact suppression.
Moreover, the GAN reconstruction was effective in denoising reconstructions and improv-
ing the average statistical signal-to-noise ratio of the images. Incorporating GRAPPA into
the data-driven reconstruction pipeline improves the structural fidelity of the reconstructed
images, making sure that no significant structures are added or deleted in the final result
(although some details are inevitably lost due to undersampling).
While the dataset included acquisitions using various numbers of receiver channels
(from 8 to 23 receive channels), in order to prevent high variance in accelerated recon-
structions due to variance in receiver channel count, we used only a subset of the dataset
including only acquisitions with exactly 16 receive channels. Nevertheless, an acceleration
factor of R=8 using only 16 receive channels results in significant noise in the GRAPPA
reconstruction. By comparison, the GAN reconstructions are noticeably less noisy even
with R=8 acceleration.
Various elements of the generator loss function ensure different aspects of the recon-
struction fidelity. The perceptual prior imposed using the inception network is aimed to
achieve feature level consistency. This ensures that prominent features of the reconstruc-
tion follow the same distribution as the target dataset. While this helps eliminate the resid-
ual aliasing artifacts, it also captures and tries to replicate other real-world artifacts of the
target dataset. The latter is mitigated by the data consistency loss term.
In future, we would like to build upon this work by integrating a GAN with a com-
pressed sensing solution of the image reconstruction problem.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Denoising and artifact suppression using the proposed GAN. In both (a) and (b), the
left subfigures are the ground truth and the right subfigures are the GAN reconstructions. The lower
row are the zoomed-in and rescaled detail view of the respective red boxes.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
I am proud and excited about all you
achieved in the previous years.
Gregor Adriany - Feb 24, 2021.
Loop-based receive-only arrays have become an integral part of magnetic resonance
imaging as they provide significant advantages in cortical and central signal-to-noise-ratio
and parallel imaging performance. Chapters 2-4 of the thesis dealt with hardware solutions
that enable realization of these ultra-high field MR advantages. Chapter 5 was an effort to
address the noise amplification characteristic of the parallel imaging reconstruction tech-
nique GRAPPA.
6.1 SELF-DECOUPLING
Conventional techniques to mitigate noise correlation between receive-only elements re-
quire geometric overlap, inductive / capacitive / preamplifier decoupling, or dramatically
unbalanced impedance distribution. Here, I presented a balanced self-decoupling method
specific to receive-only arrays at 10.5T / 447MHz. Compared with overlap decoupling, the
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proposed self-decoupling method results in improved SNR while providing similar inter-
element isolation. Furthermore, self-decoupling reduces the implementation complexity,
paving the way for high density receive arrays.
6.2 32-CHANNEL RECEIVER
The self-decoupling technique was exploited to build the first self-decoupled 32-channel
receive array (32Rx) for human brain imaging at 10.5T. The 10.5T-32Rx provided 2.25
times more peripheral and 1.47 times more central SNR compared to an industry-standard
7T-32Rx, with an overall average of 1.81 times SNR gain, in unaccelerated acquisitions.
In 2D 4x4 accelerated acquisitions, the mean inverse g-factor of the 10.5T-32Rx was 18%
more than the mean inverse g-factor of the 7T-32Rx. This achievement delivered the much-
anticipated SNR boost in highly accelerated ultra-high field imaging required for further
understanding of human brain function and connectivity.
6.3 64-CHANNEL RECEIVER
Building on the successful development of self-decoupling-based UHF array design prin-
ciples, a novel self-decoupled 64-channel receive array was built for human brain imaging
and compared to the 32-channel receive array at 10.5T / 447MHz. Maximum noise cor-
relation of the 10.5T 64-channel receiver was 0.31 measured experimentally at the MR
scanner which is an improvement compared with maximum noise correlation of 0.67 of the
7T 64-channel receiver. SNR comparisons showed 1.95 times more SNR averaged over
the sample relative to the 32-channel array at 10.5T, with 2.69 times peripheral and 1.61
times central SNR gain (when the peripheral versus central boundary is at 20 mm from the
phantom surface). The further-improved ultra-high field SNR is primarily attributed to the
higher density of the 64-channel receive array, confirming the anticipation that increased
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channel count can (more than) compensate for the intensified SNR drop-off (as a function
of depth into tissue) of smaller loops. These results set the stage for further SNR gains at
10.5T by building a 128-channel receive array.
6.4 GANS FOR PI RECONSTRUCTION
Parallel imaging reconstruction techniques, including GRAPPA and its variants which are
utilized extensively in clinical and research settings, reduce image acquisition time via
k-space undersampling at the expense of amplified noise. To improve the SNR of recon-
structed images, a reconstruction model combining GRAPPA with a conditional generative
adversarial network was developed and tested on multi-coil human brain images from the
fastMRI dataset. For various acceleration rates, GAN and GRAPPA reconstructions were
compared in terms of PSNR and SSIM. For an acceleration rate of R=4, PSNR improved
from 33.88 using regularized GRAPPA to 37.65 using GAN while mean SSIM improved
from 0.84 to 0.93. GAN consistently outperformed GRAPPA for various acceleration rates.
Furthermore, it was shown that structural noise artifacts can be mitigated using the GAN.
6.5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The anticipated FDA approval of the transmitters to be used for human brain imaging at
10.5T will allow for in-vivo experiments using the receive arrays presented here. In this
context, these receivers are expected to contribute to various future human brain research
studies in CMRR.
The self-decoupling principle developed here to build 10.5T / 447MHz receiver loop
arrays is applicable to design, construction, and validation of loop-based transmitter or
transceiver arrays as well. At ultra-high field, it has been prohibitively challenging to repli-
cate in simulation the experimental magnetic field of transmitters that use alternative decou-
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pling techniques (such as overlap and transformer decoupling) with the level of accuracy
necessary for safety validations. These challenges, at least in part, stem from the devia-
tions of manual implementation of decoupling transformers from designs and simulations.
Going forward, designing transmitter arrays with self-decoupling will simplify implemen-
tation, obviate practical deviations and facilitate the safety validation efforts [109].
There are early indications in simulations [110–112] that SNR of high density receive
arrays may benefit from shielding the RF coils (at a specific shield diameter) or using high
permittivity materials (with specific dielectric properties) in the construction of receiver
formers. These findings, if replicated experimentally, can be a promising avenue for further
improvement of SNR at ultra-high field. One challenge in implementing these ideas is
that the optimum shield diameter or permittivity seem to be a complex function of several
factors, including field strength and, more intricately, the particular RF coil design. This
would mean that determining the optimum shield diameter or permittivity can be very
challenging, especially given the difficulty of replicating in simulations the deviations of a
complex RF array implementation from its design.
As corroborated by the results of this thesis, building higher density receivers, though
challenging, is another avenue for pursuing higher SNR. At the time of this writing, there
are efforts in CMRR to build a 128-channel receiver array for human brain imaging at
10.5T. Noise correlation can be more challenging to manage at 128-channels. Moreover,
the presence of substantial cabling (and cable traps) in the transmit field can distort trans-
mit homogeneity and efficiency. Such challenges continue to pique the curiosity of MR
hardware researchers. By itself, the expected peripheral SNR gain of going to 128 chan-
nels alone may not be sufficient to justify the effort to address these challenges if, arguably,
other receiver designs could promise similar SNR gains with less channel counts (and by
extension, less challenges). Nevertheless, to my knowledge, no alternative receiver design
has yet shown any promise of parallel imaging performance on par with a 128-channel
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loop-based receiver, even in simulation.
Beyond loop-based arrays, other receive array designs have also proved promising [91].
A 32-channel sleeve-antenna receiver was shown to provide roughly 15% more central and
300% more peripheral SNR compared to the 32-channel loop-based receiver, both at 10.5T,
at the expense of a 50% reduction of the average SNR at the top of the brain. This and
other novel receive array designs, each of which has its own advantages and disadvantages
in terms of SNR, g-factor, and transmit interaction, provide interesting targets for academic
investigation.
Ensuring the safety of RF transmitters for in-vivo human studies appears to be a bot-
tleneck in ultra-high field MR hardware research. While not a focus of this thesis, safety
validation procedures are poised for consequential innovations. However, these innova-
tions are contingent upon several subproblems being isolated and addressed. The manual
construction of RF coils may gradually be automated to minimize inevitable deviations
from design, the constraints on the simulated versus experimental magnetic field match
can arguably be relaxed in small, partial and calculated steps, or a paradigm shift or break-
through in the electromagnetic/circuit co-simulation pipeline (e.g. from full-wave Maxwell
solvers to statistical or data-driven models, see for example [113], or solving explicitly for
parameters of the electromagnetic model that minimize the spatial field mismatch, see for
example [114]) may help resolve the existing field mismatches. Given the interdisciplinary
history of MR research, some of these advances will probably emerge from progress in
tangent fields.
Finally, various conventional parallel imaging reconstruction techniques, including,
among others, compressed sensing derivatives, have evolved into and are combined with
variations of deep learning methods to improve their performance. While deep learning
techniques have made inroads into various MR lines of research, parallel image recon-
struction using purely data driven methods seems to be at its infancy. Purely data driven
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reconstruction methods often do not provide explicit analytical guarantee of anatomical
fidelity of the reconstructed images. This, of course, has to be resolved before such recon-
struction models can be used responsibly and reliably in clinical settings.
More broadly, in deep learning applications in MR, some of the questions that invite
further investigation revolve around generalizability: how applicable are models trained
on a certain dataset to instances from a different distribution. In MR, this difference can
be due to a different scanner or hardware, field strength, acquisition protocol, anatomy of
interest, pathological cases, artifacts, etc. Another promising future direction of research
is interpretability: medical professionals are interested in transparent decisions because
transparency would enable them to understand the decision process and intervene when the
deep learning model makes a mistake. Providing tools for interpreting these models is an
exciting field of research.
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